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Education proposal costs
$289 million, Collins says

Tony Franklin qualifies for Statlers, Barbara Mandrell
Ky. Amateur Golf tourney top winners Monday night
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—News In Brief
Experts are hoping remains
found are those of Mengele
SAO PAULO, Brazil (AP) — A possible fracture in the pelvic
bone of remains unearthed last week has strengthened suspicion
that the dead man may be Nazi doctor Josef Mengele, who
reportedly once suffered a broken pelvis.
"If we can confirm the fracture, it will be a great step forward," said Dr. WiImes Roberto Teixeira, a member of the
forensic team examining the body.
Experts today begin X-raying the 208 bones they say could be
those of the notorious "Angel of Death," who performed cruel
medical experiments at Auschwitz concentration camp and is
blamed in the deaths of about 400,000 Jews.
"We have found nothing to suggest it is not Mengele," Teixeira
said after preliminary tests Monday revealed what Teixeira
identified as an abnormality on the pelvic bone that could have
been a fracture.
Teixeira said there had been reports that Mengele once suffered a fractured pelvis. He said the team was awaiting data on
Mengele from the Los Angeles-based Simon Wiesenthal'tenter
for Holocaust Studies.
Rabbi Abraham Cooper, the center's assistant dean, said it was
sending to Brazil information about a 1943 motorcycle accident in
which Mengele hurt. However, he said the documents were not
specific about Mengele's injuries.
An American expert was to arrive in Brazil today with
classified World War II documents released by the U.S. government which contain samples of Mengele's handwriting.
Federal Police Chief Romeu Puma said the samples were to be
compared with notes written in the margins of a book found in the
Sao Paulo house where Mengele is thought to have lived.
Officials believe the notes were written by Mengele.
Police also were to begin using a sophisticated West German
technique to try to match fingerprints from the notes and other
objects in the house with an official copy of Mengele's fingerprints, Turns said.
Teixeira said the bones were those of "a tall man and an old
man. But the age is impossible to say."
He said the bones were "very deteriorated from their contact
with earth and water," but "all the bones are there. There are 208
bones."
He said they had been cleaned with running water to "dissolve
the earth stuck to them," prior to reconstructing the skeleton.
Team member Dr. Daniel Romero Munoz said seven teeth had
been cleaned and would be compared with Mengele's 1937 dental
records provided by the West German government.
"If they match up, we will have nearly absolute certainty that
it is Mengele," Munoz said.
Mengele would have been 68 on Feb. 7, 1979, when police
believe he drowned while swimming at Bertioga, a seaside resort
about 47 miles from Sao Paulo.
Puma said Wolfgang Gerhard, under whose name the body was
buried and who served in the Nazi army, apparently "was
responsible for Mengele's security in Brazil."

Elsewhere...
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Utilities knocked out across state
From staff, AP reports

Utilities across the state planned to have power fully restored
today following a wave of
thunderstorms that damaged
buildings, knocked down trees
and started a fire that left one
man dead.
Utility company workers were
busy at work early today repairing downed lines in the 18th
Street area of Murray and also
repairing damage to a circuit
breaker at the intersection of
16th and Story Streets.
Monday night's storm knocked out power In Murray for
about 25 minutes last night, according to Murray Electric
System plant superintendent
Ron Underwood, who explained
that the storm knocked out a
transmission substation just
south of town.
The most severe part of the
storm swept through the Murray
and Calloway County area late
Monday evening and throughout
the night, while other parts of
Western Kentucky experienced
the storm earlier Monday.
David Morrill, an engineer
with the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop, explained that
the Hardin substation was down
from about 6:30 p.m. until about
8:15 p.m. Tuesday, causing
power outages in the Dexter,
Almo and Aurora areas. The
Mayfield General Tire plant had
to be shut down about 8 p.m.
Tuesday, for about five hours as
workers repaired two downed
poles in front of the plant.
In other areas of West Kentucky, winds gusted to 60 mph,
bringing down trees and power

Underwood: power off in Murray, too

(Cont'd on page 2)

Applicants are

being accepted
for volunteer
MCCH program

By The Assodesiod Press

BEIRUT,Lebanon — U.N. officials ask to be allowed to send a
medical team to treat a kidnapped Finnish soldier who is ill.
Israel says it is trying to protect the soldier and 20 others captured by the South Lebanon Army but is not in control of the
militia, which it trains and supports.
JERUSALEM — Prime Minister Shimon Peres proposes a plan
for a Middle East peace conference that would include the United
States as a participant.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan won applause from congressional liberals and moderates with his decision not to undercut the SALT II treaty but one angry conservative said the
Soviets "are popping their vodka bottles and laughing at how
stupid the United States is."
PROVIDENCE, R.I. — Well-wishers cheered as Claus von
Bulow emerged from the nine-week retrial on charges he twice
tried to kill his heiress wife, Martha, whose son proclaimed,"We
know and he knows he tried to murder our mother."
NORFOLK, Va. — Theirs had been a hot war of guns,of heroes,
of victory. They could not understand a cold war where men
would sell out for dollars the country they had served in blood.
"I'd shoot him, hang him," Hubert Hinman said of John Walker,
charged with spying for the Russians.
NEW YORK — A majority of Americans believe the role of
sports in college today is overemphasized and 70 percent say
gambling on college sports encourages athletes to cheat, a Media
• General-Associated Press poll says.
SPARKS, Ga. — As the sun sinks over a pine forest, Jayram
Patel sits at the front desk of his brick motel, awaiting the weary
travelers who pull off busy Interstate 75.
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Applicants are currently being accepted for this summer's
teenage volunteer program at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
An organizational meeting for
all interested teenagers will be
held Thursday, June 13 in the
third floor education unit at
MCCH at 10 a.m. Applications
will be distributed and details of
the program will be discussed.
The eight-week program
begins officially with morning
orientation sessions June 17, 18
and 20 from 9 a.m. until noon.
The program is open to
students, both boys and girls,
who will be at least 14-years-old
when the program begins and
have their parent's consent to be
a volunteer.
Volunteers will be able to
select the day or days they wish
to work, but each must agree to
devote at least four consecutive
hours of work per week and
wear a standard uniform.
Teenage volunteers may be absent, however, for vacation and
camp.
Depending on time and day
preferences, jobs are abailable
In areas such as x-ray,
laboratory, dietary, central service, long term care, physical
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Matt Oslo by Davld Port

Power outage in Murray
Murray Electric System linemen Kim Grogan and Willie Perry worked to repair a fallen power line at
16th and Cardinal streets Tuesday morning. "Lightning was the culprit," MES line foreman -tames
Walker said. The lightning also temporarily knocked out the substation on 121 south of Murray for 25
minutes Monday evening. There were also reports of power outages throughout the entire county.

At The Fair
The Calloway County Fair will officially open
tonight at the fairgrounds, located off Ky. 121,
with activities sctieduled to begin at 6 p.m. with
the opening of the Midway.
Tonight's events will include:
6 p.m. — 4-H Rabbit Show.
7 p.m. — Gospel Music Show.
9 p.m. — Fireworks Display.
Wednesday. June 12
6 p.m. — Midway opens and will feature Arm
Band Night.
7 p.m. — Stonewall Jackson Show.
Thursday,June 13
6 p.m. — Midway opens.

7 p.m. — Dirt Drags.
Admission to the fair is free this year, with only a $1 charge for parking, according to Graham
This year fair officials have graveled the Midway area, in the event it rains the Midway will be
protected from flooding.
"We will have the show rain or shine," said
Graham. who explained that fair officials were
scheduled to make a decision at 1 p.m. today as
to whether to bring Tuesday's Gospel Music
Show into a barn located at the fairgrounds The
barn can accomodate about 500 people. said
Graham, and additional bleachers which will
seat up to 1,000 in the barn.

0

Garrott to visit near Dusseldorf

Tonight: Showers sift;
thunderstorms. Low 60 to 95.
Wind becoming northwest .to
15 mph. Chance of rain 90
percent.
Wednesday: Variable
cloudiness with a 30 percent
chance of showers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for sunny and mild weather
,Thursday and Friday, with a
chance of showers developing
Saturday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.5
Barkley Lake
359.5
Jeff Garrott

Jeff Garrott, on of Mr and
Mrs. M. C. Garrott, 1125 Cir-earama Drive, is one of 15 Kentucky youngsters who are gearing up for a two-month swirl of
International living under the
sponsorship of the Kentucky
Rotary Youth International Exchange program.
Garrott, 19, is a 1983 Murray
High School graduate and currently is a junior at Murray
State University, majoring in
history and radio/television.
He will leave July 9 for a onemonth stay in the home of
Wolfgang Muck, a merchant in

Iserlohn, which is in the Ruhr
Valley area of West Germany
near Dusseldorf.
The Mucks' 17-year-old son,
Thorsten, will spend three
weeks in the Garrotts' home in
Murray, beginning June 18.
before accompanying Jeff back
to his West Germany home early
in July.
The youngsters' trip is' sponsored by eight Rotary clubs in
lillstrict 671, which comprises
the western two-thirds of Kentucky from Frankfort to the
Mississippi River. The sponsoring •clubs are: Eminence,

obvpmelominesowdmposonerwipmemposimpormanausessmor
••1

Henderson. LaGrange,
Louisville-East, • Madisonville.
Murray, Paducah and
Shelbyville.
The youngsters spend approximately one month in a different
country as a member of a family
with a youngster about their
age.
Then the "guest" brings their
host home, and they spend the
next month in the other country.
This year, some of the Kentucky
youngsters, as will Garrott, will
have German youngsters in
(Cont'd on page t)
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Education proposal to cost
$289 million, Collins says

FAIR QUEEN GETS USE OF VW QUANTUM — Kim Greene, 1985 Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair Queen,is pictured above being handed the keys to the VW Quantum in the background. Carroll VW
employee Sandy Jones handed over the keys early today.
Greene will have the use of the car during,
this, fair week. Flanking Greene and Jones on the left is Bobby McDowell, beauty contest sponsor for
MSI: working with the contest sponsor, Murray Woman's Club, and on the right is Joe Kelso, 1985 fair
board chairman.

Storms...
(Cont'd from page 1)
lines that blocked roads and
caused traffic congestion for
commuters Monday morning.
The rains continued Monday
night and the National Weather
Service issued thunderstorm
warnings for Laurel County.
Heavy rains and strong winds
were also reported in western
Kentucky and near Richmond.
Flooding in low areas was
possible, the weather service
said Monday night.
Minor flooding was reported
in scattered low-lying areas of
Calloway County, according to
Sheriff David Balentine, who
reported "only minor damage."
Meanwhile, many people
spent Monday cleaning up from
the first thunderstorms
Dana Dahl. 27, apparently
died of smoke inhalation and
burns when his trailer caught

Calvin Anderson.
Crews planned to work
through the night and have
power restored today, he said.
About 15,000 of Kentucky
Utilities' 87,000 customers in
Fayette County were without
power most of Monday, a
spokeswoman said.
A cold front that moved into
Kentucky Sunday evening triggered the outbreak of severe
weather, starting about 11 p.m.
CDT in western Kentucky.
The steeple of the First Baptist Church at Shelbyville that
stands 145 feet tall toppled in the
storm, but the roof and sanctuary escaped damage, a police
dispatcher said.
"It's beyond repair," said
Nina Oren, the pastor's
secretary.
A weather service spotter in
Shelby County reported that 2%
inches of rain caused some
flooding and forced a campground to evacuate its visitors.

fire at 2:05 a.m. Monday, said
Bullitt County Coroner J.B.
Close.
Officials of the Zoneton
Volunteer Fire Department
reported that the trailer caught
fire after a small tree fell across
it during the storm, Close said.
Chief deputy state Fire Marshal Ken Aitken said the falling
tree apparently broke a natural
gas line to a water heater in the
trailer. Escaping gas may have
been ignited by a pilot light, he
said.
Dick Brown, state Diaster and
Emergency Services
spokesman in Frankfort, said
Bullitt County appeared to be
among the hardest hit. Half the
roads were blocked and about 75
percent of the county had been
without power, Brown said.
Between 20,000 and 30,000
Louisville Gas & Electric Co.
customers lost power and about
8,000 were without power Monday night, said spokesman

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins'
education package will cost
about $289 million and calls for
smaller class sizes and a pilot
program for a career ladder for
teachers, a published report
says.
The amount was discussed
Monday in meetings with state
government officials and
members of the interim joint
Committee on Education, The
Courier-Journal reported in today's editions. Participants in
the meetings were asked not to
discuss the governor's proposal
publicly.
Collins says she is considering
calling a special session of the
General Assembly to deal with
educational improvements.
The newspaper quoted a
source as saying,"We were told
that the cost figures were not
definite yet and that changes
were still being made." The
source asked not to be identified
for fear of jeopardizing his relationship with the governor, the
paper said.
Ken Hoskins, the governor's
press secretary, declined to
comment on specifics but said
meetings with legislators were
continuing.
Included in Collins proposal
will be smaller class sizes,
money for teacher aides, a
writing program for grades
seven through 10 and more
classroom units for special
education programs, the paper
said.

MCCH...
(Cont'd from page 1)
therapy, business office,
housekeeping and nursing.
A total of 25 positions are
available for teenage volunteers
this summer. In the event more
than 25 applicants apply, past
teenage volunteers will receive
top priority in job placement
with new applicants being accepted according to age.
For more information about
the program, contact the
hospital's public relations office
at 753-5131, extension 338.

The article also said the state
power equalization program,
designed to help funding for
poorer districts, would also
receive more money.
Teachers salaries would increase 5 percent in each of the
two years of the 1986-88 biennium, the report said. Teachers
with at least 10 years' experience would receive more
money.
The career-ladder program,
which ties performance to
salary, would be tested in up to

10 school districts.
Lawmakers will be briefed
Wednesday in three caucuses —
one for House Democrats, one
for Senate Democrats and the
third for Republicans from each
chamber.
Collins has said she will decided after those meetings whether
to call a special session.
A $226 million education
package she proposed before the
1984 General Assembly failed
after the House did not support
it.

Brown receives
Police Department
Lyons Scholarship arrests Murray man
on vehicle incident
from university
Douglas A. Brown of Dexter
Route 1 has received a $250 Paul
and Nina Rickard Lyons
Scholarship from the Murray
State University Foundation.
Brown is the son of Duane and
Patsy Brown. He is a junior industrial education major at
MSU and a member of Teens
Who Care, pep club and industrial arts clubs. He holds
Century Club and Board of
Regents scholarships and an Industrial Arts Scholarship.

Garrott...
(Cont'd from page 1)
their homes first before they go
to West Germany to spend the
next month in the German
homes.
Other Kentucky youngsters
will go to Italy and England first
and bring their counterparts to
their homes for Kentucky
hospitality later this summer.
The program is arranged by
KRYIE, according to Chairman
James E. (Buck) Rash, Jr., of
Henderson and a past district
governor of Rotary District 671.
The cooperating Rotary
districts are: 204 in Italy; 190 in
Germany; and 106 in England.
The program is open to all
youngsters in Kentucky whether
from Rotary or non-Rotary

A 21-year-old Murray man
was arrested by Murray police
Monday afternoon and was
charged with the unauthorized
use of a vehicle.
William J. Delici, of 1400
Hughes Street, was arrested
about 2:30 p.m. Monday after he
was accused of taking a 1981
Buick Regal for the sales lot of
Murray Datsun, about 10:30
a.m. Monday.
Delici is currently being held
in the Calloway County Jail.
families.
More exchanges are being
planned for the summer of 1986,
according to Rash, who has
recently returned from a
meeting of Rotary Youth Exchange Officers from all over
the world at the International
Rotary Convention in Kansas City, Mo.
Two members of the Murray
Rotary club also are members
of the board of directors of
KRYIE — Wilson Gantt and Dr.
Ray Mofield, both past
presidents of the Murray club.
Gantt currently is serving as
president of Rotary District 671.
KRYIE, Rash also noted, arranges international interchanges for a high school year,
and announcement of four of
these is expected to be made late
this month.

Statlers, Barbara Mandrell
top whiners Monday night

ENIX INTERIORS INC.
GOING OF BUSINESS
SALE

All Sales Final!
No Exchanges!
No Refunds!
All Sales Cash & Carry
Delivery and Terms Can
Be Arranged!

6 Pc. Bedroom Group
Traditional Styling in
Cherry Wood by Hickory
Mfg. Co. Includes triple
dresser/mirror, 8 drawer
chest, headboard, 2 nite
stands. Reg. '3875
Now $

2395

Hickory Chair
Occassional Chair
Reg. '595
Now $199
Good Selection of
Chairs-Wingback
Swivals &
Rockers, etc.
Carpet Samples

250 - 500
Carpet Remnants

$3.00 & Up
Lillian Russell Bed
by Davis Cabinet
in Solid Cherry
'Reg. '920

'470

Now

Tenth and Chestnut

Final Days!

SAVE

40-50 upto70%
On Outstanding
Quality Furniture
Good Selection
of Accessories
amps-Mirrors-Painting
II

50%

Off

Cherry Dining Room Suit
by Thomasville. Table & 6
chairs. Reg. '2940
Now $ 1764
Matching China Reg. '2400
Now $ 144O
Solid Oak Bedroom Suit
Includes Triple Dresser,
5 Drawer Chest, mirror,
& Bed Reg. '1780
Now $936

Solid Mahogany Bedroom
Suit. Suit lncludeds Dresser,
mirror, chest on chest, 4
poster bed. Reg. '2053

1027

Now $
Thomasville Mahogany
Sideboard Reg. '1810
Now $ 1086
All Items Sub':ct To Prior Sale

Store Hours
Mon.-Fri. 10:00 till 8:00
Sat. 10 till 5
Sunday 1 to 5

8 Drawer Chest on Chest
by Thomasville-Beautiful
Mahogany Reg. '1730
Now

$865

Lane Dark Oak Bar

325

Reg. '64995 Now $

Famous Simmons
Hide-A-Beds
Fabulous Savings
Example: A '999 Hid-A-Bed
with Beautyrest inner
spring mattress
Now

$39

Great Selection of
Curio Cabinets
All Fantastic Buys

Fabulous Buy on
'Simmons Bedding

199

Starting at $
Per Set.

Record Storage Cabinet
Fruitwood
Reg. '495 Now '199

Burlington Double Pedestal
Dining Room Table, Beautiful
Pecan Wood. Reg. '695
Now

$365

Murray, Ky.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP
— The Statler
Brothers reign as commanding favorites among
country music fans with an emotional Barbara
Mandrell returning to performing and winning a
surprise honor for 25 years of dazzling
showmanship.
The Statlers, a quartet discovered by country
star Johnny Cash 25 years ago, won six awards
Monday night at the 19th annual fan-voted Music
City News country awards.
The four, who have cultivated a legion of loyal
fans, capped off the evening by winning the top
award — entertainer of the year.
They also won vocal group of the year, top
video for "Elizabeth," No. 1 album for "Atlanta
Blue," best comedy act and top country music
television special for "Another Evening With the
Statler Brolliers: Heroes, Legends and
Friends."
Miss Mandrel], who six years ago was the
opening act at shows with the Statlers as
headliners, was seriously injured in a traffic accident last Sept. 22. Her performance was her
first public singing appearance since she was
hospitalized with a broken leg, severe concussion
and other injuries.
She sang "There's No Love in Tennessee,"
which is about an absent lover, and then
moments later tearfully accepted the Llviitg
Legend Award for her career achievements.
Miss Mandrel!, 36, who is expecting her third
child in September, said in receiving the award,
"I thank you and I thank God for all this time
with you."
Lee Greenwood won two awards, male vocalist
of the year and single record of the year for "God
Bless the USA." He was picked for single record
over "My Only Love" by the Statlers. It was the
only award the Statlers were finalists for that
they did not win.
In his acceptance speech for the patriotic "God
Bless the USA," he thanked Vietnam veterans.
Reba McEntire was voted female vocalist of
the year.
"This one is for the country music fans," she
said.
The award gave Miss McEntire a sweep of the
three country music awards shows during the
past year. She previously was voted the same
honor by the Country Music Association and the
Academy of Country Music.
The Judds, a Kentucky-born mother-daughter
duo, won duo of the year and the Star of Tomorrow award.
"We believe in family and country music is one
big family," mother Naomi Judd said in acceptink their second award. "We share this with you
all."
The "Hee Haw" gospel quartet — Roy Clark,
Buck Owens, Kenny Price and Grandpa Jones —
won best gospel act.
"Nashville Now," a live 90-minute music-talk
show on The Nashville Network, was voted No. 1
television series, outpolling the long-running
"Hee Haw" and others.
The Statlers, noted .for their tight harmony,
have won more than 300 awards during their
career. They shared hosting honors on the show
with Marie Osmond, John Schneider, Clark and
Mel Tillis.
Winners were picked by subscribers to the
Music City News, a monthly country music.
publication in Nashville. A delayed telecast will
be shown in some areas

a
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A moment for prayer?
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In a case involving an Alabama statute, the United
States Supreme Court recently banned state-sponsored encouragement of silent prayer
in schools while ruling that
non-religious moment-of-silence laws are legal. The divided 6-3 decision suggests a
lukewarm affirmation of the
court's 1962 decision banning
organized school prayer. We
side with dissenting Justice
Byron White in urging a reconsideration of the schoolprayer issue.
The court found unconstitutional a law authorizing "a period of silence not to exceed
one minute ... for meditation
or voluntary prayer." The majority argued the law endorsed prayer and violated
government neutrality toward
religion.
Yet, it is hard to believe
that a moment-of-silence statute containing the word
"prayer" threatens religious
freedom any more than a coin
with the inscription "In God
We Trust." In fact, another
dissenter. Chief Justice Warren Burger, suggested that a
moment-of-silence statute not
providing for prayer would be
hostile to religion.
There is little doubt the
court's 1962 decision was hos-

tile to religion, effectively encouraging the prohibition of
prayer in schools under the
guise of protecting First
Amendment rights.
The framers of the Constitution wanted to avoid a statesponsored religion such as the
Church of England and to ensure fairness for all religions.
Clearly, the framers did not
wish to abolish religion from
our Judeo-Christian-based civilization. And this is why sessions of court and Congress
begin with religious invocations, why "In God We Trust"
is on the coin of the realm.
The Alabama statute at issue
is hardly prejudicial: Does the
word "prayer" apply more
forcefully to Muslims than to
Bapists, to Buddhists more
than Jews?
Prayer advocates are displeased by the court's decision
and will likely redouble their
efforts to secure a prayer
amendment to the Constitution, a measure supported by
President Reagan. The recent
ruling may turn out to be a
halfway measure between the
1962 decision and, as Justice
White intimates, a future
school-prayer decision made
by the court containing more
Reagan appointees.

looking back

1

Ten years ago
Harry K. Wong of Menlo Park,
Calif., a practicing classroom
teacher, will present a lecture
program on July 1 in University
School Auditorium, Murray
State University, according to
Dr. M.D. Hassell, assistant professor of biological sciences.
New officers of Hazel
Woman's Club are Mrs. Jackie
Butterworth, Mrs. Max Parks,
Mrs. Bob Washer, Mrs. Harold
Wilkinson, Mrs. Gerald Ray and
Mrs. Tommy Paschall.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boyle,
May 28, boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Greg Cates and girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bill L. Stockwell, May 31,
and twin boys to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie R. Cox, June 2.
Miss Jana Karen Nelson,
daughter of Mrs. Jeanne Massey
Nelson and Gustav Arthur
Nelson of Montgomery, Ala.,
and Randall Gerald Patterson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Randall B.
Patterson of Murray, were married May 17 at First
Presbyterian Church,
Montgomery.
Mrs. Mary Prewitt, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. E.L. Rowlett of
Murray, received his Master of
Science degree in education
from Indiana University, South
Bend, Ind.
Twenty years ago
"Operation Headstart" was
held June 7 at Murray State College with 142 teachers
registered. Twelve counties
were represented, according to
Dr. Don Hunter, dean of School
of Education at MSC.
The wind blew a porch roof off
of a small concrete block home

located in front to Auto Auction
on Hazel Highway the night of
June 8. It was blown on to the
highway and a wrecker was used to get the roof off the road.
New officers of Murray SubDistrict Methodist Youth
Fellowship are Richard Edmonds, Johnny Parker, Connie
Evans, Wilma Hale, Sharon
Venable and Patricia Jones.
"Thanks to city crew for cutting the weeds and grass in front
of the office. It looks nice," from
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Aussie Pool of
Detroit, Mich., have been the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Stone and Mr. and Mrs. Acre
Miller.
Beef patties are listed as selling for 49 cents per pound in ad
for Parker's Super Market.
Thirty years ago
Alfred Lindsey was in charge
of the program at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House. He
presented a film on
"Watchmaking."
Thirty-six girls from Kirksey
4-H Club entered sewing projects at the Calloway County 4-H
Rally.
Miss Naomi June Barnett,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
W. Barnett, and Charles R.
Magness, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Magness, were married
June 5 at First Christian
Church.
Ernest Clevenger, Jr., writer
of "Waters & Woods" column
each week, talks about his threedays trout fishing trip to the
Great Smoky Mountains National Park.

WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typwritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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Two young Germans pass through Murray
seeing the United States from bicycles
I meet so many interesting
people in this work.
The other day, while having
lunch at the Hungry Bear with
my newly-retired Murray State
friend, Frank Fazi, we barely
noticed two bewhiskered young
men in shorts munching a couple of hamburgers at a nearby
table.
When they left, though, I happened to notice them as they
passed the front windows, each
pushing one of those multi-speed
bicycles loaded down front and
rear with all kinds of gear.
That interested me. When I
see folks traveling like that even on motorcycles - I always
wonder who they are, where
they came from and where they
are going.
Quickly paying my check, I
left the restaurant hoping to
catch them before they pedaled
off. Luckily, they had gone over
to Kenneth Owens' grocery.
With their bikes leaning against
the wall of the store, one was
eating a banana while the other
had his camera out and was taking pictures of Kenneth's airconditioning and refrigeration
motors along the west side of the
building.
Sure, they said. They would be
happy to talk with me. Apparently, they frequently are interviewed as one smiled and
said, "We do it all the time."
Then they pedaled over to the
Murray State campus, and for
the better part of an hour we
talked - there on the front steps
of Wilson Hall.
•••
They turned out to be from
West Germany, and they were
riding across the United States,
from New York City to Seattle,
Wash., a distance of some 5,500
miles.
One was Juergen Buss, a
29-year-old law graduate from
Kiel University at Kiel, which is
on the Baltic Sea. During World
War II, Kiel and its submarine
tending pens were constant
targets for Allied bombers.
His home is at
Wilhelmshaven, a city of some
100,000 near Hamburg. His
father is an accountant, "one
who helps people with their
taxes," he said, and he has one
brother.
The other was Michael Kimmig. He is 25 years of age and
studying agriculture at the
University of Hohenheim, which
is near Stuttgart.
He comes from a farm family
and has a sister and two
brothers. His father farms 15
acres, which is in a vineyard and
a nursery. An average size West
German farm, he told me, runs
something like 50 acres.
Both were unmarried and big
fellows. Steve Newton would
have liked to have had them for
his Murray State basketball
team - although neither had

ever played the game. Both
stood 6' 5". Juergen weighs
about 180 pounds, while Michael
would hit 200 easily. Both were
lean and brown.
Juergen's primary sport is
cycling, and he has ridden his
bike over virtually all of
Western Europe - Great Britain, Denmark, The
Netherlands, France and
Sweden as well as West Germany. Cycling is a popular
European sport.
Michael's big sports are table
tennis and riding his
motorcycle.
•••
The two first met at Kiel in
1980. At the time, Michael was in
military service at a base there,
and Juergen was working at the
same base as a security guard
helping to pay his way through
law school.
While cycling together in
Sweden, they met a young man
who had pedaled across the
United States in 1976, the
Bicentennial Year, and he
strongly recommended that
they do it, too.
Leaving from Amsterdam in
Holland, they had landed in New
York on April 27, loaded their
bikes, and, on May 1, set out for
Seattle, which they hoped to
reach in mid-July.
By the time they reached Murray, they had traveled across
New Jersey, across Pennsylvania to Pittsburgh, through
part of West Virginia and Ohio
before entering Kentucky at
Maysville.

They try to average 75 miles a
day, and sleep just about
anywhere dusk catches up with
them. The night before they
passed through Murray, they
had camped out in the Land Between the Lakes and had enjoyed
a cool early morning dip in Lake
Barkley before heading our
way.
•••
From Murray, their AAA marked map showed them
routed west along #4 to
Hickman, where they hoped to
catch a ferry or someone with a
boat who would take them
across the Mississippi. Then
they would continue on
westward across northern
Arkansas and through the Ozark
Mountains.
In a little more than three
weeks on the road, they had
spent only one night in a motel,
and that was to dry out their
clothes and papers after riding
some 10 hours in the rain.
Otherwise, they had slept in
barns, in state parks in the open
or in the two-man tent they carried, or were invited to stay
over-night in a private home - a
luxury they had enjoyed on a
couple of occasions.
In addition to their small tent.
their equipment consisted of a
couple of changes of clothing,
sleeping bags, foam rubber
mats about 34" thick and a complete set of camp cooking
utensils.
They often cook their
breakfast and supper over camp
fires, they said, and buy what
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agree or not
FRANKFORT - The method
Gov. Martha Layne Collins is
employing looking toward
passage of her educational program indicates she is finally
learning the governmental process although indecision is still
prevalent in various divisions.
The indecision indicates she is
cautiously seeking a way for
solution of problems rather than
make some mistakes she made
earlier in her tenure.
The meeting with legislative
leaders last week to gain their
confidence and support in her
forthcoming proposals is just as
essential to success as convincing the public that additional
money will produce results in a
better education for thes,hildren
'of Kentucky.
It was also a wise decision for
her administration for newlyappointed Transportation
Secretary Leslie Dawson to-gobefore a legislative committee
last -week to countermand
former Secretary Poore's location of the controversial interchange on the AA Highway in
Northern Kentucky.
There is a strong difference of
opinion among citizens and property owners of that area about
where the interchange should be
located.
The Federal Bureau Roads
engineers here also opposed the
location that Poore had chosen
because of its high cost and
steep grade in a congested area.

they need in the way 'of'
perishables somewhere along
the way and late in the day.
Both spoke excellent English.
They explained this by saying
that English is taught in most
European schools today, and
that you easily can find people especially young people - who
speak it just about anywhere
you go in Europe.
•••
Michael has a shot at a job at
Adelsheim Vineyard at
_Nleyvburg, Oregon .- a sort of *
student exchange arrangement
- which he plans to check out
before he returns home. When
he does, he'll fly out of Seattle
for Amsterdam.
Juergen plans to cycle on
south to San Francisco, once
they reach Seattle, to visit
friends there before flying
home.
Both are keeping daily
records of their experiences in
journals, and taking lots of pictures of America as they go
along.
•••
Don't you envy young fellows
doing something as adventuresome as that? Friend Joe
Pat Farley shakes his head and
says, "Why, I wouldn't get on
one of those bicycles and ride
down the driveway, much less
across the United States!"
I couldn't if I wanted too, but I
must admire those who can.
As the sun sinks into the west
each evening of late, I can't help
but wonder how far west my two
young West German friends
have pedaled by then.

by s.c. van curon
Dawson let it be known that
any suggestion about an increase in taxes and apparently
the location of the interchange
would be the decision of the
governor and not his. This is
another indication that Gov. Collins has recognized the responsibilities of her office and that
the governor is the one who
receives the credit or the blame
in the final analysis.
She passed the credit around
In her explanation of progress,
saying: "I think we have come a
long way. When you think about
all the work the Prichard Committee has done, when you think
about the work of my reform
council, when you think
about...the House Education
Committee, The Department of
Education, my philosophy, and
my ideas, we have come a long
way in trying to develop a plan."
She was further quoted as saying: "This is not as simple as
maybe coming up with a program that we're going to throw
some money into. We're talking
about a plan FOR THE FIRST
TIME (emphasis by columnist')
in Kentucky where we are GOING TO HAVE SOME
FORESIGHT. We are looking
down the road at how the money
is spent and how accountability
can be required in all areas."
Reread the emphasized quotes
above.
In her enthusiasm for her program, did the governor in-

advertently accuse past study
groups, past education and civic
leaders, governors and
legislators with urging and passing programs and throwing
money away in education just to
give teachers higher salaries
because they asked for
it...without
forethought...without hopes of
improvement?
Was she saying the Minimum
Foundation Program was passed just to get more money? Was
she saying past governors put

more money into education just
for political purposes or gain'
Was she saying power equalization didn't help education in
Kentucky?
If she were serious in saying.
"For the first time we are going
to have some foresight" in passing an education program, injured some feelings of persons
who with dedicated efforts in the
past have worked to improve
education in Kentucky.
She owes a lot of people an
apology.

letter to the editor

Some students had to stay home
To The Editor:
We congratulate the students
from Calloway County that competed in the State History Day at
the University of Kentucky on
May 4th. Five students from
C
.CHS and one student from
CCMS qualified to compete in
National History Day at the
University of Maryland. June
11-15. Their academic achievement at State History Day is
History! Even with the offer of a
vehicle use and $1,000 from the
school administration, two
teachers and six students were
unable to represent Calloway
County. Among other expenses,
the four extra travel days helped
determine the umeasibility of

the trip.
We sincerely thank the
teachers that worked with the
students. As parents, we enfourage our children to continue
their scholarly pursuits. We
regret that they are unable to
have •"...not only benefitted
from the.. experiences, but also
from the new life-learning
adventures." Unfortunately, we
can't thank anyone for a very
successful trip.
Bill Ford &
Sue Ford
*Quote taken from an letter to
the editor written in The Murray
Ledger and Times on April 26th
by a coach.
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Potterton'n
Club meets
"Skin Care of All
Ages" was the lesson
presented by Mary
Gertzen at the May
meeting of the Pottertown Homemakers Club
held at Holiday Inn.
Mary Hopson. president, presided. Reports
were given by Lavine
Carter and Mary Moore.
The devotion was
given by Louise Short.
Group singing was led
by Lurene Cooper who
also played the piano.
Games were directed by
Dorothy Simon.
The club voted to
make a donation toward
sending a child to camp
this summer.
Also present were
Lucy Alderdice. Kay
Carlson, Bobbie Cook,
Marion Fox, Jeanette
Gamster. Dolly Lorenz,
Jean Pipher, Anita Purvis. Sherley Werts,
Debris Zinkovich and
Ruth Banker, members,
and Vera Iseminger,
guest.
The club will meet
Wednesday, June 12, at
10 a.m. at Holiday Inn.
DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S2.00
STALLONE oi bock ••

RAMBO
First Blood
Part II N

CINE 1 & 2
imcznimmi
CHEVY CHASE is

Fifth.
control center 753-3314

SPECIAL ENTERTAINER — Mark Adams of Cunningham, graduate of
Murray State University and former music director at Cherry Corner Baptist Church here, presented a program of music at the recent ParentMember Awards Dinner of FHA Chapter of Calloway County High School.
He displayed his musical talent by singing and by playing banjo, guitar, fiddle and mandolin.
Stott pilot°. by Jo Burkorn

Regina Ray named finalist
Miss Regina Dawn
Ray, daughter of Dell
and Barbara Ray of Cold w at er, has been
selected as a finalist in
the Miss Kentucky National Teen Ager
Pageant to be held June
14-16 at Georgetown.
Regina, 16, will be a
senior this fall at
Calloway County High
School.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Grace
McCoy and the late
Nathan McCoy of
Paducah and of Milland
Ray and the late Mrs.
Alva Ray of Rt. 1,
Kirksey.
Contestants will be

work and grades. Contestants also must compete in the talent or
essay portion of the
pageant.

Dismissals
are released

Regina Dawn Ray
judged in seveal
categories including
poise and appearance,
community service

CHERI 3
mariz=in
STEVEN SPIELBERG
Presents

me

$5

ROGER ASOORE
AVIM

FHA SENIORS — Seniors of the Calloway County High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of
America recognized at the recent Parent-Member Awards dinner were, from left, Naomi Burkeen,
Dana Sills, Dalesa Darnell and Michelle Ellis. They were presented a red rose, FHA flower. Chapter
mothers recognized were Doria Duncan and Sue Sills. Jerry Ainley, school principal, gave the invocation prior to the dinner.

Every Tuesday is
$5.00 A Carload

Pier 1 imports
We are pleased
to announce that
Vickie Houghton.
bride-elect
of
Jerome Dial, has
made her selection
from our bridal
registry
for
decorative
accessories. Vickie
and Jerome will be
married June 22.

1 AKILL RNE

5505 SAT 11 A55111 PM
5(5 -1 PM 11 PM
i
i
fin/ACS
:
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Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday,
June 10, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Duncan,
mother, Judith, Rt. 5,
Murray;
Baby Boy Darnell,
parents, Keith and
Mary, boy, Rt. 1, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Marjorie Dunn,
601 Elm St.; Roy Hurt,
FHA OFFICERS — Officers of the Calloway County High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of
Rt. 3, Benton; David
• America recognized at the recent Parent-Member Awards chapter dinner were, from left, Dana Sills,
Smith, Rt. 6; Robert
Dana Ferguson, Cindy Dunn and Carol Bailey. The latter, chapter president, was named Miss FHA
OfThornton, Rt. 6,
ficer and also received her Chapter Degree along with Mitzi Colson, not pictured. Dunn and Ferguson
Mayfield;
received Junior Degrees.
Miss Tracy Martin,
5,12 North First St.;
MISS PHA — Dina Duncan, right, was named
Charles Wade, 1505
as Miss FHA of Calloway County High School
Stadium View Dr.;
Chapter of Future Homemakers of America. She
Samuel Howard, Rt. 1,
was given the award as the member who has
Sedalia;
been most involved in chapter work. Making the
James Tracy, 1704
presentation is Carol Bailey, chapter president.
Ryan; Mrs. Martha Butterworth, Rt. 1; Mrs.
Agnes Westerman, Rt.
8; Mrs. Jewel Jones, Rt.
8;
Thurman King, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Dathel Wilkerson, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Mrs. Lucy
Alderdice, Rt. 8;
Mrs. Charlotte Gibson, Rt. 5; Hollie Moffitt, 404 Highland,
Mayfield; Mrs. Hazel
Chilcutt, Rt. 2, Hazel.

Catch the action...

Let us
Develop
the fun.

HONORARY MEMBERSHIP — Marlene
Beach, right, advisor of Calloway County
Chapter of Future Homemakers of America, was
surprised with presentation of honorary
membership at the recent Parent-Member
Awards Dinner held at the school. Making the
presentation is Carol Bailey, chapter president.
Lucy Ann Forrest is another advisor of the
chapter.

Prints Ready in 1 Hour

SEE IT IN YOUR HOME
FOR ONLY $300

Expires June 18, 1985

Limit One Coupon per
Customer And One
Coupon Per Roll

MURRAY CABLEVISION Will Be Offering
STAR TREK III This:
'Wed. Juno 12th at 7:00 P.M
Thurs. June 13th at 10:00 A.M.
Fri June 14th at 7:00 P.M.
Sat June 15th at 1:00 P.M. & 8:00 P.M

2 day service on Black & White processing, slide film (E-6) processing and wallet
size prints.

MURRAY CABLEVISiDN AND SAY
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Mason-Grider vows solemnized
The marriage of Miss Jennye
Lou Mason and Gary Wayne
Grider was solemnized at 6 p.m.
on Saturday, May 18, at First
Christian Church, Frankfort.
Dr. Nunnely and the Rev. Rick
Loader officiated.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Frankie Stubblefield
McMenama of Georgetown and
Robert Wilburn Mason of
Bagdad.
The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Crider of
Frankfort.
The double ring ceremony was
performed before the altar
decorated with candelabra and
palm foliage.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Blair provided the music.
The bride was given in marriage by her father and mother.
She was attired in her
mother's wedding gown, a
chapel -length gown of
delustered satin and lace. The
bodice was fashioned with a
sabrina neckline with pearls and
slim tapered sleeves. She carried a handkerchief that her
grandmother had carried when
she was married.
Her bridal bouquet was of
white roses and baby's breath.
Miss Kelly Ann King of
Frankfort was maid of honor.
She wore a floor-length teal
satin gown fashioned with a
cummerbund. She carried a hurricane lamp with teal colored
roses and white carnations.
Other attendants, whose
dresses and bouquets were identical to those of the honor attendant, were Miss Susan Lynn
Mason, Lexington, and Miss reception.
Rebecca Ann Mason,
Serving were Ms. Sue Bell,
Georgetown, both sisters of the
Ms. Janet Farmer and Miss
bride, Miss Mary Margaret Glenda Martin, all
of Frankfort;
Smock, Murray, cousin of the
Mrs. Wayne Cox, Shelbyville,
bride, and Mrs. Kenneth Lewis, and Fred Creasy,
Frankfort.
Frankfort.
Miss Teresa Hughes,
Miss Jennye Rae Hutcherson, Frankfort, attended
the guest
Frankfort, cousin of the groom, book.
was flower girl.
After a wedding trip to OrlanDennis Boyd of Louisville was do, Fla.,
the couple is now at
best man. Ushers were Robert
home at 1012 Maverick Tr.,
Hutcherson, Frankfort, cousin
Frankfort.
of the groom, Randy Stacy,
The bride, a graduate of
Nicholasville, Gary Calhoun, Western Hills High
School, atGreenup, and David Chic, tended Murray State
University.
Louisville.
She is a member of Alpha
A reception followed the
Omicron Pi social sorority. She
ceremony at the Orlando Brown
is employed by the ComHouse.
monwealth of Kentucky.
Mrs. Darrell Aldridge of
The groom, a graduate of
Bagdad assisted at the
Franklin County High School,

Tobey L. Williams horn

Pat Carson has surgery

Mr. and Mrs. Rickie W. Williams of Princeton
are the parents of a daughter, Tobey Leigh,
weighing eight pounds 14% ounces, born on
Saturday. May 11, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother, the former Renee Tobey,
is on leave from Caldwell County Board of
Education. The father is manager of Reed & Co.
CPAs in Princeton, Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Williams, Rt. 3, Murray, and Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick L. Tobey, Rt. 7, Murray. A
great-grandmother is Ms. Laura White of
Massena, N.Y.

Pat Carson of Elmhurst, Ill., formerly of Rt. 1,
Hazel, underwent major surgery on Friday,
June 7. His wife, the former Mary Velma
Buchanan, is with him in Rochester, Minn.
Friends and relatives may send him cards to Pat
Carson, Methodist Hospital, Rochester, Minn.
55909

The Thursday Tennis Group of Ladies Tennis
of Murray Country Club will play Thursday,
June 13, at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Pairings are as
follows: Court One — Shirley Homra, Joni Billington, Sue Outland and Georgianna Moffitt;
Court Two — Sharron Brown, Sharon Wells, Gail
Childress and Donfia Keller; Court Three — Em my Edwards, Nancy Whitmer, Brenda Marquardt and Jana Hughes.

Kendra Kear is new baby
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kear, Rt. 1, Murray,
Browns Grove community, ars,„the parents of a
daughter, Kendra LeeAnn. They have one son,
Clint Edward,21/2. The mother, the former Brenda Kelso, is a licensed practical nurse at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The father is
employed at Ryan Milk Co. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howard Kelso of Lynn
Grove and Mrs. Vernie Kear and the late Hubert
Lee Kear of Mt. Juliet, Tenn. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Rosie Williams of Benton.

•

Two groups plan meeting

Fulton reunion planned

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Council No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters will hold regular election of officers on
Thursday. June 13, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
Masonic Lodge Hall. All members are urged to
attend, according to Roy Harmon, secretary recorder.

The descendants of Charlie B. and Mary Boyd
Fulton will have a reunion on June 16, 17 and 18
at Lake Barkley Lodge. All interested relatives
and friends are invited to attend. For information call 753-3171.

Susan Perrin gets degree

Nell Evans elected
president of local
LPN Association
a
in
radio/telivison and journalism
at Morehead State University.
He is employed as a
Radio/Television Specialist by
the Kentucky Department of
Art.
A rehearsal'dinner was given
by Mrs. Billy Grider, mother of
the groom.
Other bridal events included a
personal shower by Mrs. Don
McCormick, Mrs. Jack Waddell
and Mrs. John Campbell at the
McCormick home; a
miscellaneous shower given by
Communications Division of
Department of Agriculture; a
miscellaneous shower by Miss
Linda Snelling; a miscellaneous
shower by Mrs. William Uschan,
sister of the groom.
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Tennis play Thursday

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wayne Grider
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Susan Joy Herrin of Murray received her
Bachelor Science degree from Union University,
Jackson, Tenn., in ceremonies on Saturday, June
1. She was among 262 students to receive
degrees. U.S. Senator Albert Gore of Tennessee
presented the commencement address. Dr. W
Winfred Moore, president of Baptist General
Convention of Texas, delivered the morning baccalaureate semon.

CEU Programs for
Nell Evans was
elected as president of the coming year also
District 17 Unit I of were discussed.
Licensed Practical
Nurses at a special called business meeting on
Monday. June 3, in third
Mon.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM
Phone: 753-7972
floor classroom,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Elected as vice president was Evanee
,cp
'
c
the green door
Hosford. Janice Krizan
was elected secretary
Dixieland Center
and Nell Denton as
treasurer.
Brenda G. Kimbro
*Wooden Desk Sets
-'Mug and Tie
was elected as reporter
*Wooden Sports Symbols
and Ronnie Pool as CEU
Coordinator.
'Shoe Horns *Soap *Shaving Bowls
Plans were made to
•Golf Towels
serve refreshments at
the 198.5 LPN Student
Graduation on June 25.

Remember Dad on Father's Day

Resolution honoring Frances Whitnell written
The Board of Directors of Murray Calloway County Need
Line Church and
Cooperative Ministry,
Inc., has released this
resolution honoring the
late Miss Frances
Whitnell.
WHEREAS, Frances
Whitnell departed this
life on the 27th day of
February, 1985, and
WHEREAS, Frances
gave countless hours in
service to others as a
board member and
volunteer to Need Line,
and
WHEREAS, Frances
always exhibited Christian values, having been

CBS plans
programs
PHOENIX, Ariz
(AP) — Hoping to
unseat NBC's Johnny
Carson as king of the
late-night television
ratings. CBS will offer
original cops-and robbers series this fall
instead of only reruns.
Bud Grant, president
of CBS Entertainment,
says first-run episodes
and repeats of both
"T.J. Hooker," starring
((ont'd on page 6)

a faithful and competent
employee of the Peoples
Bank of Murray for 29%
years, giving limitless
time in caring for her
family, unselfishly giving of her time to civic
activities and serving
an indispensable role as
an officer and leader in
her church for many
years, and
WHEREAS, her life
has been an example
worthy of emulation and
has inspired those of us
who knew her to be
more giving in our daily
lives.
NOW, THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED that
Murray-Calloway County Need Line does
hereby publicly proclaim that Frances
Whitnell was a
dedicated citizen and
servant whose life
"made a difference:"

that this resolution
should be made a permanent part of the
minutes of Need Line;
and that a copy of this
resolution shall be
delivered to the family

tvAieJkli

La-Z-Boy®
Father's Day Sale
This Week Only

of Frances and to the
local news media.
This the 11th day of
June 1985.
Need Line
Board of Directors
Sid Easley, president

kik-NJ orifkleit"lo krikle ke-lha

We are pleased
to announce that
Rebecca
Lyn
Haley, bride-elect
of Dwayne Henderson, has selected
pottery,
her
crystal, flatware,
and accessories.
Rebecca Lyn and
Dwayne will be
married June 15.

Now you'll save on La-Z-Boy' chairs,
famous for super comfort. These handsome
styles rock and recline, so you can relax two
ways! Quality crafted to enjoy for years.
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The Shon)case
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Whitnell
and
Glendale

ave up to '150" on all
Lazy Boy Recliners.

I HARM
SAVE EVERYDAY ON
EVERY PRESCRIPTION
Jessica Nan Miller
6 mo old daughter of
Bud & Donna Miller

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
Wednesday is
Tot's Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
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R
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Swivel-Recline
Rocker
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DR.GOTT
••••

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Repeat test
to be certain
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT - On a recent
blood test, my glycohemoglobin level
was unusually high - about three
times the norm — yet no treatment
or diagnosis was given What could
cause this, particularly while in a
fasting state"
DEAR READER - Glycohemoglobin is a molecule formed by the combination of blood sugar and hemoglobin, the red pigment in blood cells. It
reflects, in a general way, the average level of total sugar in your system over a period of weeks.
Obviously, an elevated glycohemoglobin would indicate the presence of
- that is,
excess blood sugar
diabetes
Like any laboratory test,
glycohemoglobin shows biological

TUESDAY, JUNE 11, 1985

variation, false positives and negatives In addition, certain drugs can
interfere with normal laboratory values by disrupting chemical analysis
performed in test tubes
I am tempted to conclude that you
are a diabetic Before making such a
rash presumption. however. I suggest
that you see a doctor, who, by questioning and examining you, can
resolve this apparent discrepancy. As
a general rule, it's wise to avoid placing too much emphasis on a single
laboratory test without correlating it
with other factors having to do with
your state of health For one thing.
you would probably want to have
another glycohemoglobin determination made, in conjunction with other
tests — like a blood glucose test.
DEAR DR. GOTT - For several
years, my shoulder has been sore and
occasionally very weak. When
relaxed, it begins to twitch and spasm
uncontrollably A doctor told me that
I didn't have any nerve damage.
arthritis or other definite condition.
but suggested that I wear a cervical
collar (which didn't help). His other
suggestions were steroids or triggerpoint therapy. How do these work.
and what could cause such a problem
to continue for so long?
DEAR READER — If your shoulder problem is due to something other
than nerve irritation, I am hardly
surprised the cervical collar was ineffective. A cervical collar (and similar

devices) work by limiting play in neck
movement, thereby reducing pain
from nerve or muscle strain
I am baffled by your question and
would need more information about
your shoulder For example, soreness
and weakness are common problems
that affect almost anybody's shoulder
from time to time. When you mention
uncontrollable twitching. however,
you are adding an ailment that is not
common. Muscle spasms are usually
the result of diseases affecting nerves
and muscles — in other words, conditions more serious than simple strain
I would feel more at ease if you
could find a doctor who could pinpoint your chronic shoulder
syndrome, rather than just being
unable to diagnose a "definite
condition." Certain unusual neurological diseases of the spine can cause
weakness, pain and twitching in various parts of the body. A pinched disc
in your neck could cause the type of
shoulder problem you describe.
Steroids and other therapy seem to
me to be dangerously non-specific in
your case. I recommend that you
attempt to discover definite answers.
Start with a good neurologist.
Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
P0. Box 91428. Cleveland, OH 44101.
Due to volume of mail, individual
questions cannot be answered. Questions of general interest -.will be
answered in future columns.
NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN )

Women hi Baptist Ministry meet, Dallas
DALLAS (AP) —
Leaders of a Southern
Baptist women's group
say the issue of ordination of women will have
to be settled by a grassroots movement in local
churches.
The group, known as
Women in Ministry,
held its third annual
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meeting in Dallas over
the weekend, prior to
the start of the Southern
Baptist Convention.
Leaders said a resolution on the ordination of
women should not be introduced during the
convention.
"Just making a
resolution has never
solved any problems,"
said Reba Aloan Cobb,
who co-edits Folio, a
newsletter for Southern
Baptist women. "What
Southern Baptists do is
on the grass-roots level.
We practice something
-for 20, 30 years, then we
vote on it."
Officially, the SBC opposes ordination of
women, but local churches ordain at their own
discretion.

Anne Neil, outgoing
chairman of Women in
Ministry's steering
committee, said Sunday
that the group will not
sponsor any resolution
on ordination.
"Our purpose has
been to retain who we
are in Christ and have
courage to express
that," she said. "And we
feel ... in these meetings
is a much more powerful message about the
wholeness of the Gospel
than any resolution that
could be brought to the
convention floor."
During this week's
convention, the resolution committee will "attempt corrective action" on a controversial
resolution passed last
year concernine ordina-
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Wednesday, June 12
Circle
Moore
Dorothy
Harris Grove at noon at
of First Presbyterian Penney's parking lot to
Church will have a salad go to Hardin; Potter.
supper at 6:30 p.m. at town at 10 a.m. at Holichurch.
day Inn.
——— —
— ———
Murray Bass Club will
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly) meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Club will meet at 7 p.m. Sirloin Stockade.
at Health Center.
——— —
—— ——
Free blood pressure
Murray Lions Club is checks for senior
scheduled to meet at citizens will be given at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Hazel Community
Woman's Club House.
Center from 11 a.m. to 1
—— — —
p.m.; however center
Computer demonstra- will be open from 10
tion will be from 7 to 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
p.m. in Mississippi
— — ——
Room, Curris Center,
Douglas Center will
Murray State be open from 10 a.m. to 2
University.
p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.
————
— —— —
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
Ladies day events at
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth Murray Courttry Club
will be golf and bridge
and Maple Streets.
at 9:30 a.m. and lun— ———
Murray -Calloway cheon at noon.
————
County Jaycee Fair
Ladies day events at
opens with 4-H Rabbit
show and Midway at 6 Oaks Country Club will
p.m., gospel music show be golf and bridge at
at 7 p.m. and fireworks 9:30 a.m.
display at 9 p.m.
Murray
- -Calloway
County Jaycee Fair will
Officers of Murray
Moose Lodge will meet feature Stonewall
Jackson Show at 7 p.m.
at 7 p.m.
Admission is $1 per car
————
load.
Midway will be
Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6 to 8 open.
—— ——
p.m. For information
Events at Calloway
call 762-2504.
Public Library will in— — ——
Murray Star Chapter clude Parents and Twos
No,433 Order of Eastern at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Star will meet at 7:30 Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
p.m. at club house.
— — — —
—— — —
Wednesday,June 12
Thursday,June 13
Homemakers Clubs
Dexter Homemakers
will meet as follows: Club will meet at 9:30 at
South Pleasant Grove at Dexter Center.
noon at Western Sizzlin;
————

RECEIVES AWARD
tion of women, SBC of— David Cooper, son of
ficials said in a
Gary and Geneva
statement.
Cooper, 502 Whitnell,
The statement said it
Murray, received the
is likely the committee
Reserve Officers
may rewrite portions of
Association Award for
the resolution or adleadership excellence at
dress parts that were
•
the Cadet Wing's An"offensive and
nual Awards Banquet at
speculative."
Southern
Illinois
Delegates to last
University, Carbondale.
year's convention passCooper is a senior in
ed a resolution exIS
aviation management
cluding women from orand a member of Air
dination. The resolution
Force ROTC voluntary
argued that women bear
program at SIU.
a subservient role
because of their responsibility for bringing sin
into the world.
"There've probably
been morelkvomen ordained this year than
any year in the history
of Southern Baptists,"
said Betty McGary
Pearce, co-editor of
What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the stars say, read the
Folio. "I hope the orforecast given for your birth sign.
dination issue won't
FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 12, 1985
come up. I don't think
ARIES
VIRGO
AQUARIUS
any good would be
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Aug.
23
to
20 to Feb. 18)
Sept22)
(Jan.
served.".
Finish what you start especially
You're the recipient of good news.
Public speakers and writers have
around home. Influential fri#nds are
special luck now. Group affairs are A career push pays off now. After a
helpful today. Things will go pretty
your cup of tea today. Business day of accomplishment, you'll enjoy
much your way.
profits are likely.
some relaxing fun.
(Cont'd from page 5)
TAURUS
LIBRA
PISCES
MOP
William Shatner, and (Apr. 20 to May 20)
.1000
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
"Night Heat" will run
New insights come now and you're
You're a step ahead of the competiYou'll win others over to your
for two nights and happily working extra hard.
still
tion today. Career strivings pay off. viewpoint. Trust your originality on
reruns of old action too soon to let others in on an
Both singles and couples will enjoy the job. Finances improve and travel
series the other three important career development.
romantic times.
looks eventful.
weeknights. CBS recent- GEMINI
SCORPIO
ly purchased "Hooker" (May 21 to June 20)
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
You'll both work and play hard
after ABC canceled it in
Your mind is made up about a trip.
May. "Night Heat" today. Extra energy allows you to Ingenuity brings job gains. The finanYOU BORN TODAY have adminibegan on CBS last complete assignments ahead of time. cial picture should brighten. Home strative talents and communicative
Benefits also come through friends.
skills. Such fields as banking, adverseason.
life prospers!
tising and publishing are tailor-made
Grant's idea of adding CANCER
SAGITTARIUS
for you. You have interest in the
•
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
one night of all-new pro- (June 21 to July 22) /
Innovative ideas crbine with tuck
Your zest for living invites happy. larger affairs of life and may be
gramming each season
for the 11:30 p.m. to to bring you important career gains. times. You won't be bored today! drawn to politics and government
12:30 a.m. Eastern time Athletic competition or outdoor Both research and creative activity service. You'd make a good spokesperson for a cause. Overcome a
are also favored.
slot would mean Car- activities appeal now.
tendency to scatter your energies.
CAPRICORN
son's "Tonight Show" LEO
Creative endeavors are also likely to
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
would be the only net- (July 23 to Aug.22)
Invitations come for travel and
Domestic plans begin to jell. Some appeal to you. Birthday of: David
work repeat on some
nights. At ABC, the soCial engagements now. A new make major purchases. You'll also Rockefeller, financier; Jim Nabors,
competing "Nightline" romance is possible. Home affairs are stand out in some group activity. TV personality; and George Bush,
also highlighted.
government official.
Partners are supportive.
Is a live news show.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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4 DAYS ONLY
Thursday, June 13 thru Sunday, June 16
10:00-6:00 Thurs.
10:00-8:00 Fri. - Sat.

Thursday, June 13
Thursday, June 13
Murray Chapter No. 8 p.m. at First Christian
92 Royal Arch Masons Church. For informaand Murray Council No. tion call 75 3-006 1,
50 Royal and Select 762-3399, 753-7764 or
Masters will elect of- 753-7663.
ficers at 7:30 p.m. at
— — — —
The Single Connection
lodge hall.
— —— —
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Junior Golf will be at 9 third floor classroom,
a.m. at Murray Country Education Building,
Club.
First United Methodist
— ———
Church. For informaMixed Doubles Tennis tion call 753-1701.
will start at 6:30 p.m. at
————
Murray Country Club.
Murray -Calloway
County Jaycee Fair will
—— ——
Murray-Calloway feature Dirt Drags at 7
County La Leche p.m. Admission is $1 per
League will meet at 7 car load. Midway will be
p.m. in home of Belinda open.
—— ——
Bohnert and Rise
Session meeting will
Sabooki, Diuguid Drive.
For information call be at 7:30 p.m. at First
436-2227.
Presbyterian Church.
— —— —
— ———
Men's Stag Steak
Mothers Day Out will
Night with Cody be at 9 a.m. at First
Caldwell and Richard Baptist Church.
Tuck as chairmen will
— — — —
Carol Poe Group of
be at 6 p.m. at Oaks
First Baptist Church
Country Club.
————
Women will meet at 7
AA and Al-Anon will . p.m. with Becky
have closed meetings at Noffsinger.
— — — —

CBS

off everything

that relates to
"Father's Day"

9-Pc. Starter Set ate" 2-qt Jai ty dish I': -qt
casserote
32-oz 1.c:two measunng cue
0.e plate 4 cues
QUANTITIES LIMITED

Community events listed
Tuesday, June 11

12:30-5:00 Sun.
Hwy 641 North, Murray

225 to 300 Lb.

Lb.
$ 1 29

Partin's Country

Sausage

Lb.$ 1

Field's

Wieners

PETS OF WEEK — Felecia, a Pe e •u
og
mix. 3 years old, good with children, is available
along with six Husky/border collie mixed puppies for adoption at Animal Shelter, 105 E.
Sycamore Ext., just east of South Fourth Street,
operated by Humane Society of Calloway County. Animals who do not find homes must be
destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the
public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday and Sunday.

39
69

Lb

$1

Baby

Limas

20 Lb. Box

$

899

Small Meaty

Pork Ribs

Lb

Italian Spaghetti
Special

$ 1 89
ONLY $ 1

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray'

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inr.ide Dining Only
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Socialite acquitted of murder charges

Von Bulow accepts cheers from well-wishers, visits jury
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —
Well-wishers cheered as Claus
von Bulow emerged from his
retrial cleared of charges he
twice tried to kill his heiress
wife, whose son said, "We know
and he knows he tried to murder
our mother."
Von Bulow, 6-foot-3 with an
erect bearing and penetrating
blue eyes, nodded briefly and
smiled as he strode victoriously
through the crush of supporters,
photographers and reporters,
many of whom shouted their
congratulations and shook his
hand. The crowd later booed
prosecutors who spoke to
reporters.
But a block away from the
Providence County Superior
Courthouse where von Bulow on
Monday was acquitted after a
four-year legal battle, his step-

children portrayed the 58-yearold Danish-born aristocrat as a
villain who got away.
"We know and he knows he
tried to murder our mother,"
said Prince Alexander von
Auersperg, the son of Martha
"Sunny" von Bulow, who lies in
an irreversible coma in a New
York hospital.
"Neither Claus von Bulow nor
the jury's verdict can take away
what our mother was — a caring, loving and giving person,"
he said.
Von Bulow, saying, "I am
grateful it's over," returned
Monday night with his
girlfriend, Andrea Reynolds, to
the New York apartment they
share overlooking Central Park.
The apartment is owned by Mrs.
von Bulow, who is hospitalized

warby.
The state alleged von Bulow
put his wife into her coma in 1980
and a temporary coma a year
earlier by injecting her with insulin during Christmas visits to
the family's Newport mansion
Von Bulow was convicted in
1982 on two attempted-murder
counts, which were overturned
by the Rhode Island Supreme
Court last year on state constitutional grounds.
During the nine-week retrial,
von Bulow repeatedly expressed
confidence he would be cleared.
But he admitted to being concerned, saying, "It's been five
years of worry. After the first
worry, the rest kind of comes
automatically."
"Of course I'm happy," said
Mrs. Reynolds, who sobbed

when vOn Bulow's acquittal was again, I would change nothing."
announced. "We always had a
Defense attorneys credited
very positive feeling their strategy of focusing on
throughout."
medical testimony to dispute
"We're ecstatic right now," allegations that insulin injecadded von Bulow's daughter, tions caused the comas as the
Cosima, who waited in her hotel
main reason for their victory.
room until her father called with
Von Bulow said the most difthe verdict.
ficult part of the trial was not
The jury deliberated about 14 testifying in his own defense, but
hours over four days. It took that he had to agree with his
jurors at the first trial 37 hours defense team's approach that it
over six days to find von BulOw
was a "medical case and there
guilty.
was no wrong done."
"This is a jury who clearly
hasn't had any trouble coming to
a decision," said Superior Court
Judge Corinne P. Grande.
Prosecutors said they had no
regrets about the way they
fought the case.
"We didn't make a mistake,"
"A nose that can see is worth two
said Assistant Attorney General that sniff."
Henry Gemma. "If we did it
— Eugene lonesco

THE ACES ®

Iacocca: trade, deficit should be emphasized
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Chrysler Corp. Chairman Lee
Iacocca says Washington's
political leaders are "getting
their priorities screwed up" by
putting tax overhaul efforts
ahead of work on the budget
deficit and international trade
problems.
"Rome happens to be burning
right now, and we're fiddling
with the tax code when we shoud
be carrying water to the fire,"
Iacocca said Monday.
In a speech to members of the
Financial Analysts Federation,

Iacocca said he fears tax
simplification efforts will "tie
up this whole town all year ...
and nothing will be done about
the twin scandals of our time —
the budget and trade deficits."
"Those have to be our top
priorities," Iacocca added.
"Tax reform wouldn't even get
honorable mention in my book."
He said that as long as the
drive for a tax overhaul appears
to be in high gear, "let's do it, as
long as we do it fast." But he added any tax overhaul should

help reduce the nation's budget
deficit and allow American
firms to be more competitive in
international trade markets.
"If tax reform doesn't help
trim the deficit, doesn't help us
compete, then my reaction to
the whole issue is why the hell
bother with it," he said.
Congress and the White House
have been sorting through a
variety of tax simplification
plans, but most of those under
review are designed as politically popular "revenue neutral"
plans that would not bring in ex-

tra money.
"I'm sure none of our slick
politicians planned it that way ...
but of course nothing plays better for politicians than tax
reform," Iococca said. "That's
not only getting your priorities
screwed up. That is really, to
me, medicine show time.
Somebody is making liberal use
of old snake oil."
He declined to discuss
specifics of the various tax proposals circulating on Capitol
Hill

Administration says freeze won't hurt the elderly
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration says its
proposed one-year freeze on
Medicare payment rates to
hospitals will not affect the
quality of health care available
to the nation's elderly.
Health and Human Services
Secretary Margaret M. Heckler
formally proposed the freeze
Monday, saying the rates "will
allow high quality health care to
proceed."

But the changes are opposed
in the health care industry,
where officials say care may
suffer and much of the cost will
be passed on to private patients.
The payment freeze, published in Monday's Federal
Register, would implement part
of President Reagan's 1986
budget program. HHS officials
say it will save $1.8 billion during the year.

In issuing the proposed
regulation, the department said
the rising cost of medical care is
more than offset by past overpayments. Those overpayments, it said, occurred
through use of unaudited cost
figures in calculating payments
and through past overestimates
of medical inflation.
The overpayments were high
enough that the government
would be justified in reducing

Tobacco board approves
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Tobacco
Research Board Monday approved a $4 million budget, including the appointments of
three scientists in special areas
of emphasis.
The 1985-86 spending plan
declines about $800,000 from
what the Tobacco and Health
Research Institute allocated for
1984-85, continuing a trend that
Director D. Layten Davis blamed on lags in the sale of
cigarettes.
The board also recommended
that the institute, located at the
University of Kentucky, develop

standards for study of
"smokeless" tobacco products
such as snuff and chewing tobacco and apply for outside funding
for the work.
Davis described the newly appointed scientists as
"superstars."
The appointments of Dr. John
N. Diana, Dr. Alan Kaplan and
Dr. Robert J. Shepherd end a nationwide search for experts in
three fields that the board decided last year to emphasize.
Diana works at Louisiana
State University. Kaplan and
Shepherd work at UK.

11'

Medicare payments, the department said. However, it said it
decided against such a reduction
because it "would appear to be
punitive of the hospital industry," which was not responsible for the calculations.
The new rates implement the
third year, and the final transition year, of a new payment
system for Medicare, the
government's health program
for the elderly and disabled.

How do you, as West, defend
today's game after you have won
your diamond ace? Only if you
keep the main objective in view
will you get the right answer.
Dummy's spade queen wins the
first trick and South leads a diamond to his king and your ace. You
now have three choices: continue
spades, lead through dummy's
hearts or shift to a low club.
The spade continuation is obviously futile. East certainly would
have covered the spade queen had
he been able to do so. That leaves
hearts and clubs.
The safe exit appears to be a
heart; a club lead away from your
K-J is dangerous if South has the AQ. But that is the shortsighted view.
The two key cards in question are
the heart king and the club ace.
South's play of diamonds strongly
suggests that South has one of these
cards but not both (16-18 HCP
range).
If East has the king of hearts, the
game will always make. But if
East has the ace of clubs.
West should shift to a low club at
trick three. East wins and returns a
club, and instead of making overtricks, South goes one down.

"These appointments signify
a major milestone in the history
of the Tobacco and Health
Research Institute," Davis said.
Continuing expenditures include $182,885 for pulmonary
research, $142,689 for car-

In past years, the institute has
supplemented the tax income
with a reserve fund, but the
reserves were used up in 1984-85.

Pool where five children drowned to open on schedule

NORTH
•Q 5
•A Q J 108
•Q 107
4 10 8 5
WEST
EAST
•J 109 8 6
•4 3
73
•
•9 6 5 2
•A 6
•5 4 3 2
4K J 9 4
4A 63
SOUTH
•A K 7 2
•K4
•K J 9 8
4Q 7 2

6-11-A

Vulnerable: Both, Dealer South
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1 NT
Pass
34
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Spade jack
BID WITH THE ACES
6-11-B
South holds
4 J10986
•73
•A6
4K J 9 4
North
1•
2•

South
14

ANSWER: Two hearts Enough
strength for a preference bid, but not
enough for an invitational two notrump (11-12 HCP).
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
I23A3, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-actdressed
stamped envelope for reply

SUPER SAVINGS

diovascular study, $226,048 for
neurobehavioral research,
$59,501 for study of smoke components and $71,992 to look at
plant modification.
Research at the institute is
supported by a tax of one-half
cent on each pack of cigarettes
sold in Kentucky. The budget
has gradually declined in recent
years because people are smoking and buying fewer cigarettes,
Davis said.

BOBBY WOLFF

DAYTONA
BEACH

million budget

Diana will direct a $381,550
program of research into smoking and the cardiovascular
system. Kaplan's specialty is
the effects of smoking on the
lungs, funded for $250,000 next
year, and Shepherd's is genetic
engineering of tobacco plants,
also a $250,000 program in
1985-86.

In a rare show of emotion, Von
Bulow squeezed his eyes shut
and dropped his head to his
hands when the verdicts were
read in court.
Asked how he would put the
ordeal of his two trials behind
him, von Bulow replied, "By
leading a quiet life and ceasing
to be in the public eye."
Followed by a group of
photographers, he went to a
hotel where jurors were having
a party and thanked them

Discounts up to

25% OFF
AT FIVE OCEANFRONT RESORTS:
Acapulco Inn, Beachcomer Oceanfront Inn,
Mayan Inn, Sheraton Inn, Treasure Island Inn

1-800-874-7420
----CM CIAO!'root
2025 S. Atlantic Ave.• Daytona Beach Shores, FL 32018
(904) 257-1950

GARY, Ind. (AP) — A
municipal swimming pool will
open as scheduled later this
month, despite outrage over the
drownings of five children who
tried desperately to claw their
way out of the slime-coated pool.
The five youngsters apparently sneaked into the Fisher Park
pool Sunday night to catch frogs,

and were found dead a short
time later, officials said.
Gary parks Director Ed
Chalk° said Monday the pool
will open on June 24th, despite
shock and anger expressed by
neighbors.
"Fisher Pool Deathtrap" said
a sign that someone put on the
fence surrounding the pool. Also

erected were seven crosses, for
the children who have died in the
pool since 1978. The crosses
were removed by the city.
The four girls and one boy,
from 6 to 13 years old and all
related, died Sunday, seven
years after two children died in
the pool under similar circumstances, according to

Paved-over cemetery gets monument
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
A granite monument has been
placed in a supermarket parking lot where developers paved
over an abandoned cemetery.
Pat Givens, who developed the
site of the Kroger supermarket,
said he agreed to pay for the
marker at the request of area
residents whose ancestors were
buried at the plot.
The cemetery was all but
forgotten until local officials
began trying to solve the

mystery of a corpse found along
a riverbank near the store last
year.
Officials said the body was
that of a woman who died in the
late 1800s and was apparently
buried at the old graveyard. The
body was unearthed by heavy
equipment during construction
at the site.
The monument was set recently in the middle of a pitch of
grass at the edge of the perking

lot.
It says the area contains the
remains of about 40 early Christian County settlers, including
the family of Jesse Payne, who
might have established it as a
family cemetery in the early
1800s
Givens said he has. hired a
lawyer to research the identities
of others buried at the site, and
will add them to the monument
if their names can be found.

Coulson

KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!
Dollar Days
.1

off any purchase $7.50 or
more with this ad.

"We have Cribs and car seat rentals "
Specializing in qual'ty used children's
clothing.0-6 X and nursery equiment.
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officials.
Chalko said security
measures were set up after the
1978 deaths to prevent further
tragedy.
Neighborhood residents said
after the pool was closed for the
season last year, water was left
in it and children frequently
swam there.

Please rush my Daytona Beach Fun Guide and

discount infermation to:

Name
Street
City

State

Zip

Listed Below Are The Businesses Who Have
Graciously Contributed To The Jackson Purchase
Arts & Crafts Festival For The Prize Money. We
Sincerely Appreciate Their Support.
Peoples Bank
Winchester Printing
Home Federal
Applebee Fare
Bank of Murray
Murray Theatres
Country Crossroads
Yesterdays Hazel Antique Mall
Framers Gallery Inc.
Wal-Mart
Murray Calloway Jaycees
Juanita's Flowers
Kentucky Lake Oil
Robert's Realty
Belcher Oil Co.
Golden Corral ,
Peggy's Pley.ce
Miller & Lamkin
BelAir Merfhants Assoc
Memories, Inc.
Lincoln Federal Savings
& Loan Association

Yours, Mine & Ours Shop
Corn Austin Co.
J. E. Littleton Co.
Lerman Bros., Inc.
Donna's Needlepoint Designs
Jerry's Restaurant
Boston Tea Party
Captain D's
McDonalds
Seven Seas

We Hope Other Businesses Will Follow Suit And
Send fn Their Donations. We Hope To See Your
Name In The Ledger & Times Special Arts & Crafts
Section Thursday.
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Hurricanes
approve of
CWS delay

Like Hoffman, St.Louis star
plays role of Little Big Man

OMAHA, Neb. (AP)
— Texas players and
coaches say the rainout
of the NCAA College
World Series championship game with Miami
won't benefit either
team.
The Hurricanes
disagree, claiming a
refreshing edge from
the extra day of rest.
"I don't think it will
have an effect," Texas
All-American Billy
Bates said Monday
night. "It's the biggest
game of the season for
both teams. I'm sure
both teams will come
out pumped."
"I don't think it can
help either team,"
Texas Coach Cliff
Gustafson said. "It's
difficult to get up after
so many days and so
many delays."
The two teams will try
again tonight to play the
1985 title game.
Miami pitcher Kevin
Sheary, who already
has won two games in
the doule-elimination
tournament, is scheduled to start for the sixthranked Hurricanes. He
said he can make use of
the extra day of rest, as
could ace reliever Rick
Raether, who also has
won two games for
Miami in the CWS.
Ftaether pitched 3 1-3
innings to pick up wins
Saturday and again
Sunday.

Stump Jump
St. Louis Cardinal running back Stump Mitchell breaks into open field during a game against the Washington Redskins. Mitchell will be the guest
speaker at this year's Murray State youth football camp. He will also give
technique demonstrations on Wednesday, June 19, at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

*7,477

PITTSBURGH (AP)
— The St. Louis Cardinals didn't just beat
Rick Rhoden, they tortured him.
The Cardinals used
well-placed hits and
their speed to beat the
Pirates 6-1 Monday
night. Danny Cox pitched a four-hitter as Pitt-

NEW YORK (AP) —
First baseman Steve
Garvey of the San
Diego Padres is leading
the early balloting for
the 1985 National
League All-Star team,
according to figures

10.8%, H.P.R. Financing Available

Demand Quality...
Buy INGERSOLL

"s

sburgh lost its seventh
straight game.
"Tonight's the first
game I've ever pitched
where I felt in control
while giving up six
runs," Rhoden said.
"I've pitched a lot worse
than this and had better
results."
The Cardinals built a

released by Major
League Baseball.
Garvey and outfielder Dale Murphy of
Atlanta were the
overall leaders, each
with over 300,000 votes.

5-0 lead after three innings on eight hits, seven
of them singles. They
stole three bases and the
threat of their speed
forced a balk.
"They hit ground
balls in the right spots
and beat them out,"
said Rhoden, 4-6.
"You're probably better
off making bad pitcher
against them and making them hit it in the
air."
An exception was
Jack Clark's 12th home
run of the season in the
fifth inning. The game
was typical of the Cardinals' ability , to combine speed, pitching and
occasional power —
mostly from Clark — to
make themselves

Clarification

Walker roars past Dickerson rushing standard
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By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

average. He was third on the team in scoring
with 11 TDs.
Which ain't bad by anybody's standards.
So why all the p.r. work for Mitchell today?
Because Murray and Calloway Countians will
receive an opportunity to meet with the Cardinal
star in a public appearance at Murray State,
Tuesday June 18th at approximately 8 p.m.
Mitchell, who once played at The Citadel at the
same time that former MSU coach Mike O'Cain
was coaching there, will be the guest speaker at
the annual MSU summer youth football camp.
On Wednesday morning at approximately 9:45,
Mitchell will demonstrate several running back
techniques and field questions about his chosen
profession from the MSU campers. Also after his
lecture at Roy Stewart Stadium, Mitchell will be
available for autographs.
The St.Louis standout will be the third pro football star to attend the MSU camp in the last five
years. He will join such company as Jerry
Butler, a wide receiver with the Buffalo Bills,
and Dallas Cowboy defensive tackle Randy
White who visited three years ago.
According to camp information coordinator
Bud Foster the Murray visit by Mitchell should
be a highlight for the campers and local St.Louis
fans as well.
"Stump comes highly recommended by Coach
O'Cain," Foster said, "not only because of the
message he delivers but also because he is a
class individual. He proves every time he steps
on the field that physical size isn't everything to
making a successful football player.
"Also, because he came from a 1-AA school
like The Citadel, Stump can relate how it is to
come from a small school and still make it in the
pros."
MSU head coach Frank Beamer says Mitchell's story "is one of inspiration for anyone.
He's a tremendous player who got where he is tocontenders.
day on sheer hard work and determination."
"It's a domino efFoster said the MSU camp, which will be
fect," said Cox, 7-2.
directed
by the entire MSU football staff, will run
Cox has won four of
his past five decisions, from June 16-20 and campers may register as
and is 7-1 lifetime late as June 16 from 1-3 p.m. at MSU's Clark
Hall.
against the Pirates. He
was at a loss to explain
his success against Pittsburgh and was
pleasantly surprised by
the two-run single he
Mack and Mary Bath, a golfing husband and
chopped over third
wife team, were mistakenly identified as a
baseman Bill Madlock
Murray couple in Monday's sports section in a
in the second.
story concerning the Duke & Duchess tourna"In four years of colment in Paducah.
lege and three years in
The couple is from Essex, Mo., having dual
the minors, I never hit,"
memberships at the Sikeston Country Club in
said Cox, a .069 hitter
Missouri and at the Oaks Country Club in
entering the game.
Calloway County. They play in tournaments
"You come up here and
throughout this area with a good deal of success
bat against the best pitboth individually and as a mixed couples team.
chers in the game. If I
We regret the mbcup.
hit .100, I figure I'm doing OK."

• evOtouffc abocbrneof boned
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covering
all fields

Rhoden tortured in 64 loss to Cardinals

Garvey takes lead
in early balloting

1983 Blazer
4 Speed, Air, AM-FM

Actor Dustin Hoffman made famous the role of
a tall-tale teller in the movie "Little Big Man" a
few years back.
And among the exploits of this whopper teller
is the unbelievable story that he is the lone survivor of Custer's last stand.
In the life story of pro football player Stump
Mitchell, he could easily tell the tale of a similar
occurance on almost any given Sunday over the
past four or five years.
Mitchell, you see, is one of the smallest running
backs in the National Football League and every
Sunday to him must seem like another Indian attack — with him as the lone Custer. The authentic "Little Big Man," if you please.
But unlike Custer, and not unlike Hoffman's
tall-tale telling character, Mitchell not only survives the Indian attacks week in and week out, he
lives to tell the tales every Monday morning.
The little speedster (approximately 5-8 or 5-9
on a tall day) performs his wizardry with the
football on a dazzling, yet consistent basis. As a
shadow to the Cardinals' more heralded Otis
'0.J.' Anderson, Mitchell often doesn't receive
the recognition so justly due a man of his small
stature in a business of Goliaths.
Take last year's stats for instance.
Mitchell touched the ball 81 times for a total of
434 yards. That's 5.4 yards per touch, plus he
scored one out of every nine times he picked up
the pigskin for nine TDs.
Whenever he caught one of his 26 passes he
averaged 12.23 yards before the opposition could
drag his 185-pound frame down.
But perhaps his most entertaining moments
occur whenever he fields an enemy punt or
kickoff. In 1984 he returned 38 punts for a daring
333 yards.
'On 35 kickoff returns he amassed a resounding
804 stripes. Putting that kind of mileage into
perspective one must consider that those yards
were obtained going full speed against kick
coverage units sometimes referred to as suicide
squads.
For the entire year he carried the ball 180
times (kicks, runs and receptions included) for
1,889 total yards giving him a 10.5 per-carry

1985

Equipment Co.

MURRAY — 303 WALNUT — 753-5062
P ADUC•N — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

ROLLING UP THE YARDAGE — New Jersey General running back
Herschel Walker topped the professional football rushing record for a single
season Monday night by gaining 182 yards against the Jacksonville Bulls.
Monday's tally pushed him to 2.189 total yards for the season.

By TOM CANAVAN
AP Sports Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) —
Now that the distraction
of breaking Eric Dickerson's pro football singleseason rushing record is
over, Herschel Walker
says the New Jersey
Generals can do
something important —
like winning the United
States Football League
title.
Walker surpassed
Dickerson's record on
Monday night as he
gained 162 yards and
scored two touchdowns
in leading the New
Jersey Generals to a
31-24 victory over the
Jacksonville Bulls.
Walker's season total
now stands at 2,129
yards, topping the professional standard of
2,105, set last season by
Dickerson of the National Football League's
Los Angeles Rams.
Both 'Walker and
Dickerson accomplished the feats in 16 games,
although Dickerson had
379 carries in setting his
record. Walker broke it
on his 384th carry of the
season.
"The offensive line
wanted '"to do it in 16
games, that was their
goal," said Walker.
"The record is not important to me. What's
importint is that we've
gotten behind ourselves
and we are getting
ready to win a
championship."

The victory raised the
Generals record to 11-5
and qualified them for
the playoffs. Jacksonville fell to 8-8.
Walker set the record
with 6:38 remaining in
the third quarter, cutting an off-tackle play
back to the middle,
breaking two tackles
and dashing 55 yards for
a touchdown.
Walker said he didn't
realize he had the
record until after he
went to the sidelines. "I
didn't know how far
along I was. It's hard to
keep track when you're
getting pounded."
The 55-yard run gave
the Generals a 31-10 lead
and was the 20th rushing
TD of the year for,the
former Reisman Trophy
winner and his 21st
touchdown overall this
season. The 20 rushing
TDB broke Gary Anderson's single -season
USFL record of 19 set
last season, while the 21
touchdowns tied a
record Walker shared
with Anderson.
The Generals, playing
with Ron Reeves at
quarterback instead of
the injured Doug Flutie,
scored the first three
times they had the ball.
Ed Luther rallied the
Bulls in the fourth
quarter, throwing
touchdown passes of
seven and nine yards to
Robert Young, bringing
Jacksonville to within
81-24.
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Franklin qualifies for Kentucky Amateur
PADUCAH — Murray
golfer Tony Franklin
shot a two-round 163 to
earn one of three qualifying slots in the Kentucky State Amateur
Tournament in a qualifying tourney last Saturday and Sunday at the
Country Club of
Paducah.
Franklin's score was
good enough for second
place behind Tommy
Beshear of Princeton
who shot 159. Dick
Stacey of Paducah earned the third qualifying
slot with his 165.
The trio will join
Paducah's Jimmy
Brown in the Kentucky
State Amateur at
Louisville's Standard
Country Club later this
summer. Jimmy Brown
automatically qualified
for this year's Kentucky
Am as a past state
champion.
Of the three alternates, Tommy Fike of
Murray claimed one slot
with his 168 followed by
Joe Hodge of Cadiz who
shot 169 and Brett
Larimer of Calverty City who carded a 170.
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Major League Baseball Standings

ON LINE — Murray golfer Tony Franklin lines up this putt during a recent
golf tournament at the
Frances Miller Memorial Golf Course. Franklin qualified for the Kentucky
State Amateur Tournament
in Louisville by posting a two-day 183 at a qualifying tourney in Paducah
Saturday and Sunday.
Photo by Chris Evans

Malor League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Dineen
W
L
Pct
CsB
Toronto
38 19
665 —
Detroit
30 24
556
5%
Baltimore
29 25
537 6%
Boston
29 25
537 6%
New York
28 25
528
7
Milwaukee
26 26
500 811
Cleveland
19 37
339 17%
West °mean
California
30 23
545 —
Chicago
28 24
.538
1.4
Kansas City
28 26
519
1%
Oakland
27 28
491
3
Seattle
25 31
446 511
Minnesota
24 30
444
51,4
Texas
21 35
375 9%
Monday's Games
Detroit 8. Baltimore 7 11 innings
Boston 4 Milwaukee 2
Minnesota 6. Cleveland 4
New York 4. Toronto 2
California 8, Texas 1
Chicago 9. Seattle 4
Oakland 2. Kanials City 1 10 innings
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee iDarwin 5-41 at Boston (Clemens 6-4,,
)fl)
Baltimore 0Boddicker 6-50 at Detroit i Petry 6-4
n
Minnesota Smithson 4-5) at Cleveland 0Blyleven
4-c, n!
Toronto 1Key 4-21 at New York (Whitson 1.61. In
Texas 4 Rozema 2.4) at California (Lugo 0-0 t , In
Chicago Loliar 1.2.1 at Seattle (Swift 1-0,. fl)
Kansas City (Black 5.51 at Oakland 0Sutton

Houston
Los Angeles
Atlanta
San Francisco

A A
527
411
28 28
500 6
23 30
434
911
20 34
370 13
Monday's Games
Chicago 5, Montreal 4
Philadelphia 6, New York 4
St Louis 6 Pittsburgh 1
Los Angeles 7, Cincinnati 4
Atlanta 7, San Francisco 0
San Diego 9 Houston 1
Tuesday's Games
Chicago Eckersley 7-31 at Montreal Mahler 1-01,
In
New York (Darling 5-1, at Philadelphia 'Hudson
1-6t. Int
St Louts Allen 1-3) at Pittsburgh ‘Fteuschel 2-00.
int
Los Angeles I Reuss 3.-5, at Cincinnati 'Browning
5-5). in
San Francisco I Krukow 4-1, at Atlanta I Bedrosian
2-50, In)
San Diego !Thurmond 3-31 at Houston I Scott 4-2).
In
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at Cinciruuttl
San Francisco at Atlanta, I t-n
Chicago at Montreal, Int
New York at Philadelphia, In
St Louis at Pittsburgh. In)
San Diego at Houston. n

Transactions
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Cardinal star shows 100-point improvement

St.Louis lineup aids Herr hitting average
An AP Sports Analysis
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
What's gotten into
Tommy Herr lately? It
was a pertinent question, rather innocently
posed to St. Louis Cardinals Manager Whitey
Herzog.
"He's an intelligent,
young ballplayer who's
always been underrated," Herzog replied.
"He's just hit 70 points
under his avera_ge all his
life."
Herr, 29 years old,
came into the 1985
season with a .276
career batting average,
precisely what he hit
last year. After Monday
night's 6-1 victory at Pittsburgh, Herr led the
National League with a

.373 average. He also
had a league-leading 51
RBI, two more than his
season-high of 1984, and
was a big part of the
reason the Cardinals
were leading the NL in
hitting and runs scored.
The question, then,
deserves a better
answer than what Herzog offered, especially
in light of some of the
physical problems Herr
has encountered in the
PeSt two years.
Beginning in
November 1082 with an
operation on his right
knee, Herr underwent
surgery three times on
his knees in less than a
year. He had surgery on
the left knee on March
25, 1983, began the
season with the Car-

dinals, then had another
operation on the same
knee on Aug. 17, missing
the rest of the season.
After 313 at-bats in
1983, however, Herr was
leading the league with
a .323 average, perhaps
an inkling of what we
were to see when he was
whole again.
Herr has made a
minor change in his batting style, moving farther up in the batter's
box and closer to the pitcher to try to pick up the
ball quicker.
But even he admits
this change can't account for the difference
in his average. At least
"it shouldn't improve
my average by 100
points."
It may, however, have

helped his on -base
percentage, since he has
walked 26 times this
season.
The improvement in
his average, however,
probably results from a
combination of factors.
One is his position in the
batting order, No. 3
behind basestealers
Vince Coleman and
Willie McGee and in
front of Jack Clark.
"Tommy's always
been a good ballplayer,
very intelligent," Herzog says. "He knows the
strike zone, and he's
become a better hitter.
But he's also hitting
behind the two jackrabbits and in front of Jack
Clark, and he's taking
advantage of it."
Herr wholeheartedly

Medically fit Wiggins may be denied
playing time by Padres management
SAN DIEGO (AP) —
Although San Diego
Padres second baseman
Alan Wiggins has
received medical approval to resume playing, club management
remains adamant that
he won't play here this
year.
"Nothing has changed," Padres President
Ballard Smith said Monday after announcement
of a decision by a drugabuse panel that Wiggins is medically fit to
play.
Wiggins completed 30
days in a Minnesota
drug rehabilitation pro-

gram last month and is
currently on the supplemental rehabilitation
list. It was his second
treatment for drug
dependency in three
years.
Wiggins voluntarily
entered treatment
shortly after failing to
show up for an April 25
game against the
Dodgers in Los Angeles.
Smith subsequently said
Wiggins would not play
for the Padres for the
rest of 1985 season. At
that time, he declined
comment on Wiggins'
future with the club, but
on Monday Smith said,
"I don't see him coming

agrees with Herzog.
"Those are pretty accurate assessments,"
he says. "I'm a better
situation hitter. I'm better at looking for certain
pitches in certain
locations."
With the exception of
last year, the switchhitting Herr always has
been a bit better hitter
from the left side. One of
the most interesting
results of his newfound
batting prowess is that
he is hitting more than
100 points better righthanded this year. His
average left-handed is
.331: right-handed it's
.456.

Chicago
New York
Montreal
St Louis
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Diego
Cincinnati

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Divisfon
W
L
33 19
31 22
32 24
30 25
20 34
, 17 38
West OinWein
33 21
29 26

Pct
GS
635 —
585 2%
.571
3
545 4%
370 14
.321 16%
.611
527

—
4%

Monday's Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Amencan League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS — Designated Tommy
John. pitcher. for release or reassignment
Fteac
tivated Rod Carew. first baseman Recalled
Luis San.
chez pitcher, from injury rehabilitation at
Edmonton
of the Pacific Coast League and kept
him on the
disabled list
CLEVELAND INDIANS — Signed Andy Ghelfl.
pit
cher and assigned him to Batavia of the
New York
Penn League

United States Football League
United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pd,
124
0
750
mingh
Jersey
xB
N rw
5 0
11
688
Memphis
9 7 0
563
Tampa Bay
9 7 0
563
Baltimore
8
7
1
531
Jacksonville
8 0
500
Orlando
1 12 0
250
WESTERN CONFERENCE
4-Oakland
II
4
1
719
x-Denver
11
5 0
688
Houston
9 7 0
563
Artisans
7 9 0
438
Portland
5 It
o
113

PT
408
383
359
3T7
289
365
281

PA
276
329
309
370
240
365
433

409
410
474
327
239

309
324
336
357
384

San Antonio
4 12
0
Los Angeles
3 13 0
4-clinched playoff berth
Monday's Game
New Jersey 31 Jacksonville 24
Friday. June DI
Denver at Portland

250
188

254
246

Saturday, June 15
Orlando at Baltimore
Jacksonvthe at Memphis
Birmingham at Tampa Bay
Arizona at Los Angeles
New Jersey at Oakland
Monday June 16
San Antonio at Houston
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RUNNER'S SALE

back at all."
Smith said he doesn't
think the Joint Review
Council, which met
behind closed doors for
four hours in New York,
has the authority to
order the Padres to
reinstate Wiggins.
It was the first decision rendered by the
council, comprised of
three doctors
knowlegeable about
drug abuse and set up
by major league
baseball's Joint Drug
Agreement last year.
The Padres have
refused to say what they
will do with the speedy
Wiggins, who stole 70

bases and scored 106
runs as the leadoff hitter
for the National League
champions in 1984.
Speculation concern—
ing trading Wiggins to
the Cleveland Indians,
Baltimore Orioles or the
Philadelphia Phillies
has been raised in
newspaper reports, but
Smith said no decision
has been made. He said
Wiggins is still being
paid under a $2 million,
four-year contract he
signed last fall.
The Padres could
send Wiggins to the
minor leagues for up to
20 days of playing
rehabilitation.
"We're pursuing
several options," Smith
said. "We'll have to
decide which of them
we're going to pursue."
Herndon tripled, doublWiggins and his
ed twice and had a agent, Tony Attanasio,
single while Jared have called a news conLenke had four hits in- ference for Wednesday
cluding a double for in San Diego.
Roy's.
Tommy Richter
homered and tripled
and Jared Lassiter tripled and doubled twice in
the losing effort.

Summer Baseball Roundup
Two Kentucky League
baseball games were
completed locally over
the weekend after being
rained out on Thursday
of last week.
In Sunday's contest,
Dennison -Hunt outscored ACT, 17-15,
behind the winning pitching of Jeremy
Latimer. Hoppy Duffy
led the hitting with two
doubles and his D-H
teammate Scott
Downey had one double.
For ACT Steven
Gresham tripled and
had two singles while
Aaron Pasbrig had a triple, double and a single.
In Saturday's game,
Clinic Pharmacy slipped by Artcraft 5-4 in a
pitching duel won by
Tony Khajavl. Dan
Seymour had a pair of
hits for .Clinic and
Jeremy McKeel had the
same for Artcraft.
In one game played on
Friday, State Farm
overcame Rotary 11-8
as Darren Gant and
Chris Neale pitched the
insurors to victory. 4
Ken Carmade had the
only,extra-base hit — a
triple — for the winners
while three Rotary slug-

,

gers including Russ
Adkins, Adam Grogan
and Juan Hornbuckle
had a three-bagger
apiece.
PARK LEAGUE
Roy's Pharmacy survived a 20-17 slugfest
against Key Auto Parts
In Monday's only Park
League game. Jay Paul

Survey indicates college
sports overemphasized
NEW YORK (AP) —
Six in 10 Americans
believe sports in college are overemphasized, and seven in 10 say
gambling on college
sports encourages
athletes to cheat, according to a Media
General-Associated
Press poll.
The nationwide
telephone survey of
1,402 adults was conducted shortly after
Tulane University
abolished its basketball
program followjng trt*.
indictments of eight
people on bribery and
conspiracy charges.
The eight, including

three basketball
players, were charged
in a scheme to shave
points to control the
outcome of three
games last season.
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A putty knife will out-perform a screwdriver on a stuck -window

Rickman
-----‘`-f A
Norsworthy 4x-i'

r.: LUMBER COMPAMY,IMC• ,

SheetrOCk
/
1
2
"4 x 8

$3.70

Driveway
Sealer

• • •
•

Molding
Special

24c

Casing.

Gutter
:357 10 ft.
Whit. or Brown

Vanity &
Marble Top
$3688

LF

9-4026 - H

Base...35c LE
FJ

403636

48.88

6 Ft. Wood

French
Door

Ceiling Fan Saga
52" bledies with reversible stencil blades.
3speeds reverse silde switch. Convenient
bell hanger mounting. Light adoptable.
U.L. listed.
504714/C.3200(0-1) Reg. 74.99

With Screen & Hdw.
$43995

Oak
Poplar
Furniture Grad.
Lumber

vi

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00

6-17-85

Lamp
Holder

691
We Offer

2 Gallon

22Y2 Inch

House
Paint
$1388

Bar-B-Q
Grill

7594026

VISA'

Prices Good

Fiberglass

Reg: 91.79

We Stock

$688

'9.95

Vinyl

pc.

•

-f

4 1fItEAS
BUILDING CENTERS
759-4026

• L

tion of Vinyl
Siding. It's less
than you think. '

store or home center,
you will find some of
them have various kinds
of gadgets designed to
keep you from getting
paint on the glass.
(Do-it-yourselfers will
find much helpful data
in Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $2
to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, NJ 07666.)
(To get a copy of Andy
Lang's "Paint Your
House Inside and Out,"
send 50 cents and a long,
stamped,self-addressed
envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, NY 11743. Questions of general interest
will be answered in the
column.)

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES

22° (•

Bring New Life to Come by and
see our selecYour Home

angular sash brush for
this. Enough paint
should go onto the glass
— about a sixteenth of
an inch — so an airtight
seal is made. Some persons are skillful enough
to get little or no extra
paint on the glass and
some merely keep a
cloth handy, then scrape
off any paint residue
later on with a razor
blade or something
similar. Putting on
masking tape along the
edges or using a paint
shield also works, but if
you use the masking
tape, be sure to remove
it as soon as you are
finished painting. Leave
it on too long and it will
create its own mess. If
you ask at a hardware

'i

$3997

90 Days
Same As
Cash
To

Qualifiad

Buyers
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well-stocked ones do as
do most home centers
that cater to the do-ityourselfer.
You can avoid most of
the trouble that occurs
when windows get stuck
If you exercise care
when painting them. If
somebody else is doing
the job, at least test the
windows after the paint
has dried. Make sure
they go up and down
freely. It's easier to take
care of them at that
point than months later
when they are stuck.
When painting a window, do the muntins
first. • These are the
strips between the
panes and are
sometimes called
mullions. Use an

•

r

exactly how it was connected. Don't rely on
your memory unless
you have worked with
sash cords in the past. It
is surprisingly easy to
forget how everything
was put together,
especially if you should
be interrupted in the
middle of your project.
When you have completed the job, sand the
sliding parts, brush
them off and apply a
lubricant. Incidentally,
while a putty knife is
very effective, you can
purchase a special serrated tool made
especially for the
prupose of unsticking
windows and similar
tasks. Not all hardware
stores carry it, but the

•

most certainly will be
conspicuous gouge
marks.
The tit) of a

•

screwdriver blade is a
bit too thick to fit between the sash and the
moulding, where it is
placed to break the
paint seal that usually is
0-C:
e,A"--1...NIIIIIL
\WM SHOP MURRAY FIRST 1111111
,
_,411reard
s7
the cause of the sticking. A putty knife blade,
i
preferably a broad one,
is thinner and will do the
same job without leaving the marks. Insert it
between the sash and
the moulding and jiggle
it slightly on, if
necessary, tap it lightly
with a hammer.
The trick in avoiding
a
0
500 S. 4th Murray
..—...
m
damage of the wood it to
753-6450
:
take it easy. Jiggle the
4 Store Hours: 7 to 5 Mon.-Fri. 7-2 Sat.
g
i
putty knife carefully. If ay
,
that doesn't work, bring
Vim
a hammer into play. No
*
-<
result? Do the same
,
L
1
.
0
thing on the other inside
V.
part of the window. Still
i
Certainteed
4 no result? Go through
the same procedure on
the outside part of the
Fiberglass
-window, this time also
inserting the putty knife
Insulation
blade between the bot—,---- - —4
,,),--k.._
4....4,,,,L
...,
6" unfaced
tom of the sash and the
top of the sill.
If none of this works
<
or you notice during the
operation that there
per sq. ft.
does not appear to be
,,,
Of
any
hardened paint
4
anywhere in the vicinif
ty, the chances are the
-X _
X
stop moulding has
)
warped. The same kind
of prying and tapping,
always ever so gently,
usually will separate the
sash from the moulding.
Or get a block of wood
and place it in the window grooves, tapping it
lightly with a hammer
as you move it along:In
a stubborn case, put the
14101 ElEt1 1
block of wood against
the vertical part of the
sash, tap it, slide it
Ivb •Resists severe weather...even hail
0
along a few inches, tap
'
x again and so on. Again,
iL •Lifetime non-pro-rated warranty
3 caution. You must work
'Stylish, comtemporary colors Installation Available 5)
carefully to avoid crack.1
11
g ing the glass.
Only in a rare case
3
I! will you have to remove
c,
Garden Hose
the sash from the
i
i
Radial Belt
frame. This is done by
F3
taking off the stop
Reinforced
mouldings on the inside.
5 Gal. Bucket
80 Ft. x 5/8" 1 D.
Use the putty knife or a
chisel, working slowly
and with care so that
you can use the
mouldings again. On a
double-hung window,
take off the bottom sash
CASH & CARRY
Sale Ends6 - 1 7 - 85
first. If there is a sash
cord and it must be
ill.intr-1‘.\\O
-FW
.4SHOP MURRAY FIRST 1110
— 11MSejel---deit removed, write down
human being with a
screwdriver. The window may get unstuck all
right, but the result

ri-Ta3TT-F7=:1-T17Tt7TiMT71ETr.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
A stuck window is
almost sure to attract a

rt-1

s

Wirray Ledger & Times

One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

Thru
Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES

Practical Father's Day Gifts From Murray Supply & Ace Hardware
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Duct Tape
Premium grade
clot
forerpr eosofaling
tape
10-yds., 2" wide.
Silver.

Anvil
PRUNING
sHEARs

While Supplies
Last
Teflon-St coated
anvil blade cuts
cleanly, stays sharp.
With vinyl comfortgrip handles.

VIBIOISOONT

colLsist_men
-7•7:

Belknap

Hedge Shears \i

Veer Choice

8 carbon steel blades Precision ground
Hardwood handles Steel ferrules

Lopping Shears
Blede & hook made of hardened steel
Hardwood handles 5 steel ferrules
Length,24

33"x22"
Double
Stainless
Steel
Sink

Saw Blade

Compare at
$9.9S

/
4-inch chisel tooth combination blade
7-71
with tungsten carbide teeth. Stays sharp
longer.
16 tooth.

Barbed Wire
A lighter, stronger, easier to handle barbed
wire 80-rod 4 01

Variable
Speed
with
Reverse

Electric Drill
1,41:

Wheelbarrow
Weatherproof ash handles Seamless steel
tray with enamel finish Capacity. 4 Cu. ft.

Acf_

Tape Rule
Well-constructed of quality steel Designed
for easy pouring. Capacity. 1 -gallon

Power return tape with PowsitIOCk feature .
V. wide blade 20-ft long

R • AY SUPPLY

1/7-inch variable
speed reversing drill.
High torque
performance. Burnout protected.

• MPANY

753-3361 208 IL Main
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Rev. Bingham, Rev. Dye named ministers for church
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham has been appointed as senior
minister and the Rev.
Rick C. Dye as associate
minister of First United
Methodist Church.
Murray.
These assignments
were made by Bishop
Ernest W. Newman at
the conclusion of the
18th session of Memphis
Annual Conference at
Executive Inn,
Paducah, June 2-5.
Rev. Bingham sucRev. A.N. B
am
ceeds Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., who was Memphis, Tenn.
appointed to
Bingham comes to
Whitehaven United Murray from First
Methodist Church. United Methodist

Church, Mayfield. He
and his wife, Lula, have
three children, Robert
of Houston, Texas,
David of Clinton, and
Mrs. Clay (Betsy)
Eaves of Shreveport,
La.
The new senior
minister received the
Bachelor of Arts
Degree, Cum Laude,
from Lambuth College
in 1948 and the Master of
Sacred Theology from
Perkins. School of

Lake Junaluska. Both
the Graves County Need
Line and Ministerial
Association have
selected him as their
chairperson in the past
year.
Rev. Dye comes to

Murray from Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church in Marshall
County where he has
served for the past six
years. During that time
he graduated from Murray State University

with a major in speech
communications. Last
fall he completed his
Master of Divinity
degree at Vanderbilt
Divinity School,
Nashville.
During his ministry,

Operators Association
went into effect. Massey
refused to sign the pact,
and he and the UMW
have feuded since.
UMW spokesnlan Joe
Corcoran said Trumka
will hold a news conference in Charleston to
Rev. Rick C. Dye
answer questions about
Theolo
gy, Southern
the strike, which has
been marred by Methodist University, in
violence directed at 1951. In 1978 he completed training in
both sides.
Clinical Pastoral
Trumka's last Education at the Incoalfield appearance stitute of Medicine and
came in February, Religion in Memphis.
when he announced that
In service to the
strike tactics against United Methodist
Massey and its sub- Church, he has served
sidiaries would be on several boards and
escalated "to the extent agencies of the Memthat the law allows."
phis Conference, including terms as
chairperson of Conference Church Extension and Work Area on
Church and Society. He
directed senior high
camp at Lakeshore for
son Bogard; two sons, eight
summers.
Larry Bogard and Gary
Bingham was chosen
Bogard; three sisters,
as a delegate to the
Mrs. Levi Beasley, Mrs.
World Methodist ConJoy Kerr and Mrs. Lois
ference in Denver,
Jones; two brothers,
Colo., in 1977 and in
Roy Bogard and Wilson
Honolulu in 1981. In 1984
Bogard; seven grand- he
was a reserve
children; three great- delegate
to the Jurisdicgrandchildren.
tional Conference at

OBITUARIES

Beat the Summer Heat
With a Kelvinator Air
Conditioner!

Large Group Matching

Skirts & Blouses /
12

Price

All

1/2

Price

Ladies Suits.... /
12

Price

Dresses
All

Kelvinator
Sensible, Dependable & Affordable
Kelvinator's
quality
construction
means years of reliable,
trouble-free
operation.

Two Groups of
Ladies Coordinated

Sportswear

/
12

Price

All Other Spring & Summer

Sportswear.

30% Off

:uy now and cart home your
Kelvinator Air
Conditioner with your FREE
all-purpose metal
cart! Limited quantities!

Bogard funeral Wednesday
Services for Oveta A.
Bogard will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock.
Coleman Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Norman
Culpepper and the Rev.
Lawson Williamson will
officiate. Gus Robertson, Jr., will be soloist.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call
from 3 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday) at the
funeral home.
Mr. Bogard, 69, 1600
Hermitage Dr., died
Sunday at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary Thomp-

Woodruff's
rites are held
this morning
Graveside services
for Miss Fronia Ella
Woodruff were today at
10 a.m. at the Oak Grove
Cemetery near Fulton.
The Rev. Charles
Jobe officiated. The
Hornbeak Funeral
Home, Fulton, was in
charge of
arrangements.
Miss Woodruff, 85,
Seventh Street, Fulton,
died Sunday morning at
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was a licensed
practical nurse and had
been employed in
Detroit, Mich. Born
June 22, 1899, in Graves
County, she was the
daughter of the late
William Thomas
Woodruff and Ella King
Woodruff.
Survivors are two
sisters, Mrs. Myrtle
Farmer and Mrs.
Amber By
Dukedom. Tenn.;
several nieces and
nephews.

Hog market
Federal State Market News See
vier June 11. ISM
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 5 Buying Sta.
bons. Receipts: Act. 531 tog. 7•1 Mar
rows 2 ORts .25 Witter Sows @beady
IS 1 2 115.1140 lbs.
545.1111.43.51
1144.15.43.03
1144.30-45.01
443.5044.51

iSuchingipm lag CO
Dixieland Store Only

-

K ELK STUMP REMOVAL
reesnrg, *,Ø0p6 tip
54,
to 24 below the wound
43S 4343 nv 43S 4319
C.• n..
p--...1, I

209 A. 3rd.

STEELE &
ALLBRITTEN
753-5341

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

21ST ANNIVERSARY SALE

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Durakon
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

Stock Market
-.34
53%
161/ +%
23/
1
2 - 1/4
281/2 %
36% +%
25%
57% unc
15 unc
453/8 unc
101/8 +1
/
4
34% unc
74% +1
/
4
511/8 +1/
1
4
331/s +1/3
298/6 +1
/
4

I.B.M.
Jerrico
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

128/
1
4 +%
207/,tmc
46 -3
/
4
38% %
12 -1
/
4
50 -%
363
/8 -%
4914 UDC
37% +/
1
4
37% -%
59 .
/
1
4
38 -%
54 unc
18% +1
/
4
7.69

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

op (y
•CIlo

4113

On Any New Chevrolet 2-Wheel
Drive '2 Ton or 3/4 Ton
Pick-up Purchased

MEN'S DEPARTMENT

I
All Men's
Suits
Sizes 36-50
Reg. & Long

ALSO
$300Cash Rebate from
Chevrolet on Any 1 2 Ton 2-Wheel
Drive or 4 Wheel Drive Pick-up

Dwain
S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
Taylor
502-753-2617
Chevrolet, Inc.

All Men's
Sport Coats &
Blazers
Sizes 36-50
Reg. & Long

All Men's
Short Sleeve
Dress Shirts

A Group of
Men's Dress
Shoes & Boots

Sizes Small-4x

1i
/2

20% Off 20% Off 20%
Off
All Men's
Men's
Poly/Cotton &
Canvas Shoes
Knit Spert
By Ked & Converse
Shirts
Sizes Small-4x

1/2

20% Off
Men's Short
Sleeve
Coveralls
Poly/Cotton

20% Off
All Ladies
Dresses
Jr. Misses &
Half Sizes

Price

All Men's
Dress Straw
Hats

All Men's
Swimwear

Price 20% Off 20% Off
1.adieL2ipartme
nt

All Ladies

Short Sleeve
Cotton Dresses
Sizes Misses 8
Half Sizes

20% Off

All Ladies
Sportswear
0%.16 ni
AU 70

Off

All Ladies
Swimwear
1/2

Price

All Ladies
Canvas Shoes
By

Table Of
All Ladies
Ladies Dress
Grasshopper & Dress & CasualAnd Casual
Shoes
Keds
Shoes

20% Off /
1
2 Price 20% Off

June 1 Thru July 31

June 6 Thru June 15
UN 1-3 31111-500 lbs.
Roars 1123.1111.51/

setieral sites of
significance to
Methodism.
Rev. Dye is married
to the former Ann Harp
of Chanute, Kan., and
they have two children,
Jennifer and Eric.

TURN GM..
CGOL GET!

Official touring coalfield
CHARLESTON,
W.Va. (AP) — United
Mine Workers officials
say union President
Richard Trumka's
coalfield tour today will
probably include a
response to E. Morgan
Massey's decision to
break off contract talks
with the UMW.
Massey, president of
the Richmond,
Va.-based A.T. Massey
Coal Co., said last week
that coalfield violence
had prompted him to
call off the negotiations.
The UMW has been
striking against Massey
since October, when a
nationwide coal agreement signed with the
Bituminous Coal

Rev. Dye has traveled
to Switzerland for a
world youth conference
and done mission work
in Haiti. The Dyes
recently completed a
tour of England and
Scotland visiting

1
/2

Price

Ladies
Children Department
Short Sleeve
\
All Girls
Blouses
All Boys &
Summ
Sizes Small-46
er Dresses Girls Swimwear

Summer
Purses

20% Off 20%
Off 1/2 Price 1/2 Price
e
.
!
All Boys
Short Sleeve
Shirts & Shorts

All Girls
Shorts & Tops

All Boy's
Suits

Sizes
Toddlers-18 yr.

Sizes
Toddler-14 yr.

2T-16 years

CLOSE OUT
ON
CHILDRENS
SHOES
Boy & Girl Dross &
Casual by Rod Goo,*

20% Off 20% Off, 1/2 Price ,

• /2

Price

SETTLE-WORKMAN
Downtown-Across from Bank of Murray

=se

^

4.
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CLASSIFIEDS
By Abigail
2

Van Buren

Mother's Wild Goose Tale
Became a Bedtime Favorite
DEAR ABBY: Whenever you
mention that poem,"I Had a Mother
Who Read to Me,- I have to laugh
because my mother never read to
me. I used to beg her to read to me,
but she couldn't be bothered with
that tedious business. Instead, she'd
tell me bedtime stories that were
more or less true.
The one I liked the best was the
one about how she and her cousin
Alice tried to make whiskey.
They filled a large crock with
water, wheat, oats, grains, raisins
and raw potato peelings, and any
other garbage they could find. After
a couple of weeks,the mixture in the
crock smelled so bad, my grandmother insisted they get rid of it, so
Mom and Alice carried the crock
down by the river and dumped it on
the bank. Naturally Grandma's
geese followed them and gobbled it
all up. Pretty soon, Grandma looked
out the window and saw all her
geese lying about in the yard. She
thought they were dead, so she got
the girls to pluck all the down from
the geese and told them that as soon
as their grandfather got home from
the lumber mill, he'd have to bury
those dead geese. i The geese were
not dead; they were drunk!)
The next morning the geese were
running around the yard stark
naked, so Grandma crocheted little
jackets for them to wear, and•that
was the last time my mother and her
cousin Alice ever tried to make
whiskey.
JOE EASTMAN,
COLORADO SPRINGS
DEAR JOE: Thanks for
dandy day brightener.

a

• ••

DEAR ABBY: Very often you ask
people to forgive and forget, so I
thought the enclosed poem (found in
a magazine) might appeal to you
and your readers. It made me smile,
and I hope it makes you smile, too.
RICK IN TACOMA
DEAR RICK: Smile? I laughed
out loud. And here it is:

FORGIVENESS
The friend who ran off with
your wife,
Forgive him for his lust;
The chum who sold you phony
stocks,
Forgive his breach of trust;
The pal who schemed behind
your back,
Forgive his evil work;
And when you're done-forgive yourself
For being such a jerk.

Notice

753-6695
JARTRAN TRUCK
RENTALS
10% Discount
on all Rentals
Roberts Realty
12th & Sycamore
75's-1651

Summer Fun
In Dining

Patti's On
The Pier

SOMEDAY THEY'RE
GOING TO MAKE A
PAIR OF BOOTS OUT
OF THAT COW..

Call Faye's Monograms
& Printed Apparel
753 7743
5. Lost and

Found

FOUND near Murray
High, long haired,
calico & white female
kitten, 2 to 3 months old
753-0157.
LOST- ladies' brown
Buxton key case. If
found please call 7591963.
REGISTERED Collie,
black, brown dr white, 2
1/2 yrs. old. Lost
behind Holiday Inn.
Just had puppies. If
found please call 7530696.

Oo Something Nice

For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tape
759-4445

Jim Suiter, Jerry
Henry & Tom
Sowards will be
in our showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Tues.,
Mon.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

6. Help

r
I LL
i
do babysitting
anytime. References
Call 759-1019.
WILL stay with sick or
elderly, days or nights.
Will also do house work.
For information day
753-4410, nights until
6:30 753-4590. Good
references.
WILL watch children in
my home, reliable,
references. Call 753-3764
anytime.
10. Business Opportunity

"Business Man"
Open steel building
dealership high
potential profits
available part-time
or full time in your
area. Call 303759-3200 Ext.
2407.
RESTAURANT &
lounge with 6800 sq.ft.
(plus or minus), 2 bars,
4 baths, hardwood
dance floor, D.J. booth
with band stand, fully
equipped kitchen, walkin-cooler, drive-in window, 16x20 Bar-B-Q pit.
Make an offer. Located
just south of State Line
Road on 641 Hwy.
Selling due to health.
Moody Realty Co., 414
Tyson, Paris, Tn. 38242.
901-642-5093 Tommy
Moody, Realtor.

Wanted
WANTED: baby sitter,
high school girl to
babysit in my home 3
days a week, prefer
someone in Fox
Meadow area. Must
have references. Call
after 5p.m. 753-7562.

WAN'itD: experienced
painters, dependable.
Call 753-6244.
FEDERAL, state &
civil jobs now available.
Call 1-619-569-8304 for
info. 24 hrs.

Olds Pont Cad Buick

Come See
The World!!
Exciting opportunity
for those who are 18
and over, single and
want to see the com•
plate U.S. plus make
big money.
experience
No
Three
necessary.
weeks expense paid
training program, cash
advances and transportation furnished. Annual bonus up to
'1,000 plus company
sponsored trips abroad
(Hawaii, Jamaica, Bar
muds, etc.
Above average earnings & rapid advancement makes this job
ideal for energetic, ambitious young people
who are ready to start
NOW! For interview see
Mr. Cuthbertson. Tue.
June 11 At Eagle Inn,
12-5 p.m. No phone
calls please.

I

WOULDN'T
BUY 'EM

p.
o
:I
i AV
al
•'!?
hill MINION,' ISIIM111111 I
111•111011/111111U1SIMISB11111/911111MIBBOO
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WHAT'S .\(\ I WENT
TO A
TNE
WEDDING
MATTER,
TODAY
NANCY "?

A1:5

•

Wanted

COMPLETE home repair or remodeling,
plumbing, tree trimming or removal. Call
753-8568.
EXPERIENCED
daycare worker would
like to keep 1 or 2 kids, 2
yrs & up, days. 492-8419
until 2p.m. or stop by
Embassy Apts C-1
after 2p.m.
CENERAL housework
wanted. Will do whatever cleaning needs to
be done. Experienced,
references. 759-4849 before 8a.m
or after

NOW hirrng many secure positions with excellent pay & benefits,
training & travel. Call
The Marines collect
502-247-4670 or 443-8248.
ONE experienced
waitress, day time job,
above minimum wage
pay, steady work. Apply
in person at Ky. Lake
Lodge Restaurant,
Aurora, Ky.
RAWLEIGH Product
distributors needed.
Company almost 100
years old. Membership
$8 per year. Good
income. Discounts up
front. 901-644-9107.
IAKING interviews for
part time female. Kitchen/bartender help.
Must be able to work
evenings and weekends.
Call after 12 Noon.
901-247-3229.

Very effecteve But Inexpensive'
Best KonO Totally Magnetic

For Reservations Call
362-4520

9. Situation

GOOD income working
from home! No experience required! Details send self addressed stamped envelope: Williams Enterprise, P.O. Box
2878-E, Paducah, Ky.
42001
LOCAL Mayfield Co.
now taking applications
for sales representatives for
Murray area. Excellent
pay structure. No expense, will train. Transportation required.
Must be 18 yrs. of age or
older. Apply in person
immediately to: 206
West Broadway,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
RETT). a babysitter on
drop in basis, evenings.
492-8419 until 2 p.m. or
stop by Embassy Apts.
C-1 after 2p.m.

Magnetic Signs
Car/Truck

Open: Tues.-Sun.
5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
5 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Sunday Brunch
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

DEAR ABBY: What's bugging

DEAR EXCLUDED: Your
brother and the third parties
who invariably join you are rude
and insensitive. Look for more
compatible luncheon companions.

LTARLIE Brown Play
School, open 18 1/2 hrs
daily, 6a.m.-12:30a.m.
Midnight shift possible.
New born to teen agers
& handicapped. 5
qualified staff members, unique fun filled
preschool program.
Call after Ila.m daily
753.7359COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
825, shampoo/set 85,
manicure $3.50
753-0658. Closed Wed.
LEATHER- for Dad
Personalized wallets,
belts, etc. for Fathers
Day. Order now.
901-644-9310 All Seasons
Taxidermy & Leather
craft, Hwy. 79 by
Lakeview Gro. at Paris
Landing, TN.
PRE-FINISHED oat
vanity bases- $54.95 and
up. Mid -South
Wholesale; 342 East
Washington; Paris: 6422552.

Summer program
for ages 2-5, and
6-10 Special sum
mer rates for 2 or
more children.
Located at First
Assembly of Goiliso.2
minutes
from
downtown on Hwy.
94E

me? I'll tell you what's bugging me.

Help Wanted
An experienced
aluminum & vinyl siding applicator. Send
qualifications to P.O.
Box 104041, Murray,
Ky
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce. Fl. 33482.

Open Tu•s-Thurs. 2
p.m.-10 p.m.; Wed. & Fri.
12-5 p.m. 1 mile from
Murray on Hwy. 94E.
Phone 733.0079

AT4wistian
Child
Development
Program

•• *
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Notice
CINDI LIN
CERAMIC STUDIO

SUNSHINE
NCENTER

CONFIDENTIAL TO INTELLECTUAL IN WOODBURY,
N.J.:The true intellectual learns
because he wants to know-not
because he wants others to
know that he knows.

I'm a grown man, and I have a
problem [am too ashamed to admit
to anyone else. When my brother
and I go to lunch together, he
usually brings someone else along,
or else we are invariably joined at
the restaurant by a third partyusually a friend of his whom I also
know. When there are three guys,
the two of them carry on a conversation and I am completely left out.
Maybe it's my fault for falling into
this trap, but I can't very well tell
my brother not to bring anyone, and
I can't really ask a person to get lost
if he wants to'join us for lunch.
I wouldn't mind a third person,
but I'm getting tired and fed up just
sitting and listening to two other
people talk to each other.
EXCLUDED DOWN SOUTH

2

mE 1+75

ABC
ExTERMINAToks

5TBFF?!POOKY

I5N T

STUFF!

HE'S A REAL,LIVE, FEELING.
BREATHING.

TENNIS lessons offered, prices reasonable. Call Raymond Sims
after 4p.m. 753-0346.
Murray High Tennis
Coach

UN...INANIMATE
OBJECT
"There's one of 'em! ... And I think there're at
IKI.S1ihrel3 Or four more runnin' around in here!"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
41 Scold
42 Tricks
44 Therefore
1 On board ship
46 Body of soldiers
5 Deceive
9 Sodium chloride 48 Distance
measure pi
12 Jump
13 Unlock
51 Leak through
14 Mature
52 Room in harem
53 Kind of type
15 Game fish
17 Paid notice
abbr
18 Retirement-plan 55 Slumbering
'nits
59 Decimal base
19 Region
60 Den
21 Dinner course
62 Great Lake
23 Pardon
63 Possessed
64 Yours and mine
27 Accompanied
65 Arrow
by
28 Sign of zodiac
DOWN
29 Teutonic deity
31 Decay
1 In music, high
34 Roman 1,001
2 Ocean
3 Listener's loan
35 More daft slang
4 Clothing
38 B other of Odin
5 Recipient of gift
39 G eek letter
ACROSS

LSTM DAVIS

i:),SISS united eature Synd.cate Inc

COME INSIDE,
THEN CLOSE
THE DOOR

sp4;:ki GarTA. HAVE
QUALITY CONTROL

CLAM 0-Cmicea
CieLiCiOos
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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THE CRIMINAL ASHORE .
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10 Site of Tat

6 Above
7 Edible seed
8 Finishes
9 Seaman

a
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Wanted

WILL clean homes Call
753-0997
14

Want to Buy

T will buy Feather Beds
in any condition. Send
name, phone number,
and address with directions to: Feathers, P.O.
Box 742, Shelbyville,
40085-0742.
WANT baseball cards.
Check your closets &
attics. Turn those
baseball cards into
extra money. 753-5561
15 Articles for Sale
82 SHINGLES. $15 95
sq.; 7/8" roofing nails.
$11.00 p/50 lb
box.
Mid-South Wholesale;
342 East Washington;
Paris; 642-2552.
4 PIECE Br set, very
good condition, $275.
Washer & dryer, good
condition, $200. Call in
morning before 11:30
436-2106.
CUBE ice mach., small
freezer, 2 ref., Ice
cream mach., milk
shake mach., coin op.
pool table, juke box,
cash reg. Ph. 436-5850.
MATTRESS 8z box
springs, reasonable.
Also, very nice couch,
blue & green color. Call
753-9630.
SELF storing
aluminum storm doors
stock sizes- S49.9.5. Mid
South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 6422552.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles. Only $6.00 per
w eek. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu ff
refrigerator with lex,
tured steel door. Only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753 0595.
16. Home

Furnishings

TWIN size beds or
bunk bed with mattress
& springs, 2 chest of
drawers, wood desk
Call 759-1663.
4 -PIECE solid oak
Broyhill BR suite, 2
years old. 753-7388.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections. Only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0695.
WHITE French provincial bedroom suitefull size bed, triple
dresser & night stand
Call 753-7558.

19. Farm Equipment

24 .

RE A
Price
was I
was
Brigg
now
Keith
Indus
NrAT
tric
bed 1
chair
pine
large
table
hutch
excel]
753-52

MIT
oak,
hard
delive
ricks.
753-03
EFEF
Whee
twin
price$2650
& v
hourr
high
Tractx
715-ff
West
freeze
$399.91
202 S

TT1TT

Trimr
String
Doln
truste
mmer
atachr
Stokes

17gE15
Sped&
A.81
Wheel
Boy,
C-195
H.P.
100 Jo
Arier
Horse,
Stoke:
Keith.
W-177

microi

700 rt
power,
Rudolp
0695.
Wrg'5177
rick c
rick
Locate(
753-243t

YARDF

76 Chi
$ 975
Zephyr
Two
Honda
Vale
Greenb

16 SCALLOPED blade
disk, sealed bearings.
like new, 3 p.h . a 10 ft..
3 ph. drag harrow, and
a 6 ft., heavy duty, 3 p.h
grader blade Call after
6p.m. 527-3506.
4110W International
planter (56 series).
excellent condition. Call
753-1769 or 753-1774.
2 2 .

Musical

TIALDWIN mahogony
console piano with matching bench Good condition. Appraised $600$800 . Best offer.
753-4387.
CLASSTC guitar, excellent condition. Call 7531461 after 4p.m.

/

24. Miscellaneous

1 1 . Instruction
PICK UP YOUR
STUFF, GARFIELD

9. Situation

Mahal
11 Conduct
16 Prayer
20 Retaliates
22 Near
23 Inclined
roadway
24 Goddess of
discord
25 Greek letter
26 Silkworm
30 Succession
32 Part of stove
33 Trial
36 Paddle
37 Tousled
40 Land
surrounded
by water
43 Compass point
45 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
47 Wheel teeth
48 Insect
49 Mental image
50 Farm structure
54 Type of crosts
56 Pitching stet
57 Goddess of
healing
58 Fondle
61 Iridium symbol

12 CRAFTSMAN table
saw, like new. Call
753-1578 after 6p.m.
16 H.P. 48" cut Yazoo- 5
H.P. 30- cut Snapper.
753-7388.
# 2 1 / 2"- 4 x 8
SHEETROCK- $4.25;
1/2"-4'x12' sheetrock•
$6.25. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 642-2552.
2 GIRLS bicycles, $30 6
$35. 1 Sears best electric
water heater. 2
elements, $10. 753-0157.
HP portable gas
centrifugal pump for pumping water from
creeks & ponds, $150.
753-3520.
t GAL. black top sealer$ 6 .95 . Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 642-2552.
6'4"x3'7" SOLID wood
custom built stereocabinet. Make an offer.
Call 753-1982.
• I T ANNIn Encyclopedia, 30 volume
with 2 year books. Call
1-247-7469.
DROP in cook top
electric range, trash
compactor, ventilation
hood (kitchen I with roof
mounted fan, double
kitchen sink with
faucet, Panasonic digital microwave, gasoline
storage tank 1200 gal.
above ground). Thermadore microwave.
753-9240.
IF you want to mow gel
a Horse-Wheel Horse of
Course. In stock from 8
H.P. to 16 H.P. special
price month of June
8999 & up. See Keith at
Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Rd.
kENMORE .heavy duty
dryer. Call 753-5841
aftT4G
zT E
4rs7
ierrirto
press, good condition.
8125. Call 753-2494.
O AK & Hickory
firewood, 825
rick delivered. Buy 10
get 1 free. 438-2778.
OAK firewood. $25 a •
rick, delivered and
\
stacked. Buy now, avoid
the fall rush! 753-2404
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CLAss_rFEEDs
24. Miscellaneous
REAR Tine Tillers
Price reduced- 5 HPV/118 $789 now $695, 8 HPwas $899 now $759,
Briggs 8 HP- was $979
now $795, Kohler See
Keith at Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Rd
SEARS gold tone electric stove $150, hide-abed $75, brown herculon
chair $50, large dark
pine trestle desk $150.
large trestle kitchen
table $50, white kitchen
hutch with flower binexcellent condition $175
753-5207
SEASONED firewood oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods 530/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
SPECIAL on 216-3
Wheel Horse- 16 HP
twin IC Briggs Reg.
price- $2850 sale price$2650 w/ free hub caps
& vinyl cover,
hourmeter- voltmeterhigh back seat. Stokes
Tractor.
SPECIAL, white
Westinghouse chest
freezers, 21 cu. ft. size,
$399.96. Purdom's Inc.
202 S. 5th St. 753-4872.
TRIMMERSTrimmers- Trimmers String trimmers, SachsDolmar the most
trusted name in trimmers, will use blade
atachment. See Keith at
Stokes Tractor.
TISED riding mowers.
Special- month of June.
A-81 Wheel Horse,
Wheel Horse, Cub Low
Boy, 7 H.P. Snapper,
C-195 Wheel Horse, 16
H.P. Gilson w/ tiller,
100 John Deere, 8 H.P.
Ariens, 857 Wheel
Horse, Sears- 8 H.P.
Stokes Tractor- See
Keith.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, Only $4.50 week.
Rudolph Goodyear. 7530695.
WOOD for sale. $26 a
rick delivered, $20 a
rick you pick up
Located close to town.
753-2435.
TARD full of bargains!
76 Chev pick-up, fair,
$975. 82 Mercury
Zephyr, sharp, $3,150.
Two nice small
Honda's, $500. Buddy
Valentine, 1704
Greenbrier

24. Miscellaneous
RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753-2906 or 435-4343.
26

TV -Radio

13" RCA color TV.
Excellent condition
Call 753-8341
27, Mobile Homes for Sale
14x70 2 BR trailer, like
new. 2 Bay clean-up
shop, 1 acre. Will sell
seperate or together.
Call 753-0318.
1974 DOUBLE wide
mobile home, 24x4-4, 3
BR, 2 bath, washer &
dryer. Appliance &
most furniture stays.
$7700 or best offer. Must
see to appreciate. Call
753-7849 after 4p_.m.
1979 14x60 2 13R, partially furnished. Excellent condition, $6200.
753-1362 or after 5p.m.
753-0918.
1982 14x70 EICona, 2
BR, 1 bath, fireplace,
oak paneling, whirlpool,
appliances, central heat
& air, low electric bills.
See in Fox Meadows
759-1831.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
1/
1
41ICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray. No pets. Prefer
couples. Call 489-2811.
TWO mobile homes, 2
BR, all electric, one
rents $100, one $150.
Deposit required. Call
753-3283 after 6p.m.
29. Heating and Cooling

Whirlpool
Air Conditioners
5,000 B.T.U.
$4.00 Per Week
10,000 B.T.U.
$6.50 Per Week
18,000 B.T-At.
$8.25 Per Week
25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(With Approved
Credit)

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th
753-0595

AlV-4 E

Ault:1r ICI01E14IL
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1-'ss4-84415.1
DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 311.00
Opened
Today
314.40
UP
3.40

Ell!frIkTe-1
ESL-a:CC - P.16X(1-6..62m.

milt

K1 T IL-

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.10
Opened
Today
6.16
UP
.06

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
753 7113
We buy Gold, Silver 8. Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Doily. 12 5 Sunday

OPENING
Retail Meat Outlet
641 Slaughter House
Hwy. 641 South
Wednesday, June 12,
1985
753-4839

32. Apts for Rent
1 & 2 BR apt near
downtown Murray
Adults only. Call 7534109, 762-6650, or 4362844
1 BEDROOM apartment in Panorama
Shores. Appliances
furnished. Lakeview.
Lease and deposit required. No children or
pets. 436-2484. Available
June 1.
1 BR basement apt.,
furnished, utilities &
cable furnished. $205 a
month- Single
1625
Hamilton Ave.
1 BR furnished apt., low
utilities, no pets. Call
753-3949.
APARTMENT located f
block from downtown
shops & sevices. Call
753-9251 days or 753-0662
ni:hts.
PLEX apt. 1 block
from M.S.U. campus,
$165 per month. 753-2649
or 753-1914.
IC1ENCY, utilities
partially furnished, $120
a month. 2 BR at
Embassy Apts., $205 a
month. 753-3530.
EFFICIENCY apt. for
boys only. All utilities
furnished. May be seen
at 107 S. 14th.
111FtNISHED 1 & 3 BR
apts., adjoining college.
Call 753-3134.
r/JRNISHED or unfurnished apt., 1 or 2
BR. Also, sleeping
rooms.
Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
MCE 1 BR furnished
apt. 1604 1/2 Miller.
Call 753-5898 or 753-9922.
AKIN(' applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

Real Estate

1/2 miles north of
Murray, 37 acres of land
with well, $25,000. Call
after 5p.m. 474-8014.
T1ANT of Murray & Fm
H A. repossessed properties Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
LOT 030, Oakwood
Terrace, must sell. Call
753-7323 after 4p.m.
OVER 21 wooded acres
located only 1/2 mile
from lake on State Rd.
n ear Hamlin &
Pinebluff. Priced at
only $19,950 with low
down payment Nteir
inN
owner
financing, bale
at
10%. Will divide
, 5
acre parcels. Ken
Shores Estates 753-7531.
WATERFRONT property near Hamlin on
Ky 1918. One half acre
waterfront lots: One
half acre lakeview lots;
35 acres with 600 feet of
waterfront; 140 acres
with about a mile of
waterfront; Five acres
lots near lake. Owner
financing available. 7537531.
WATER front home
with boat dock, concrete loading yrarnp,
beautiful wooded tor
with gentle slope to the
water. Located north of
Paris Landing Marina
on Cypress bay. Moody
Realty Co. 414 Tyson,
Paris, Tn. 38242, 901-6426093 Tommy Realtor.

49

Used

Cars

51

Campers

n FT

1981
Dodge Omni
31,000 miles..
Excellent gas
mileage. Four
speed.
Call

753-6098.

pop-up camper.
sleeps 6, closet & storage space, $900. Days
753-6067, nights 436-2876.
83 KOUTRY Aire 35
ft fifth wheel Must sell.
Loaded with extras,
excellent condition. $14,
500. 502-753-9805 after
5c.111f
. nesa
c4seF,7elt. camper, self contained,
good condition. Call
759-4909.
•
52

1969 FIREBIRD Trans.
Am, good tires, rebuilt
motor & front cap, $660
753-7600, 753-8432.
1971 COMET. 4 door, 3
cyl., auto., very good,
$800. Call 753-6506
1973 CHEVROLET Impala 4 dr. Sedan. Very
nice, low mileage,
family car. New paint,
tires and interior excellent, $950. 753-4530
1973 FORD Mustang,
collectors item. White
vinyl roof, bottom
burgundy. Make good
offer. Can be seen at
1500 Oak Dr. after 5p.m.
1974 FIREBIRD, new
factory engine, new
radiator, real sharp.
$2600 or best offer. Call
753-7849 after 4p.m.
1976 FORD (renada, 4
dr., 6 cyl., auto., ps, pb,
air. Call 753-9181 or
753-8124.
1976 MONTE Carlo,
rocket wheels, new
vinyl top, runs good.
Air. PB, steering. $1400
or best offer. 753-6911.
1980 BLACK Trans Am
Call after 5:30p.m. 7530222.

Boats -Motors

11 FT. Snark
I Mayflower) Sailboat,
complete with trailer,
$750. Call 753-9752 after

53. Services

Offered

53

HAMILTON Cultured
Marble & Tile, 643 Old
Benton Rd If you have
ceramic tile glued
around your tub or
shower, chances are
you have problems, we
have the answer,
Marble Panels. Also,
have marble vanity tops
& sinks, ceramic tiles,
mirrors, etc. Custom
work! Free estimates!
Open by appointment,
call 753-9400.
Wedding
Photography

•
753 8298
• CARTER STUDIO
• Kio MAINS! 51)1It

FT. aluminum fish- • 1 No,911 3rd tnuanc.
ing boat and trailer. 16
ft. walktlu-u windshield LICENSED Electrician
and trailer. 18 ft. for residential and
walk thru, 120 h.p., in- commercial. Heating
board outboard and and air condition, gas
trailer. Honda 500. 3 installation and repair.
cycle trailer. All in Phone 753 7203.
excellent condition. 1666 L&J General Hauling
Ryan Ave.
and County Garbage
14' SEMI V aluminum Pickup. No job to small.
craft with 35 Evinrude Call 436-2264.
motor & depth finder. MITCHE
LL Paving.
new trolling motor. Also Sealing
striping, repair
lots of extra equipment. &
complete asphalt
753-9333 ask for Kenney,
installation. All jobs,
after 6p.m. 753-7795.
large & small. Call
753-1537.
53. Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

53

REPAIRS

PAINTING

CB, TV and Stereos
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
TRUE VALUE
Northside Shopping CIF,
753.2571

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

a
WALLPAPERING

SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
mOdelS Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience All
work guaranteed Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
SPECIAL for June
539.95 get rid of crawl
ing bugs, ants, spiders
Pryamid Pest Control
527-9916.

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Born Posts
*Fence Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
*FREE ESTIMATES*
TREES trimmed or
removed
Also, yard
work. Experienced
Free estimates Cali
436'2690.
TREE work, trimming
and taking down. Also,
yard work. Call
436-5895.
TREE work Complete
removal, topping, tri
mming & stumps re
moved. Insured. Call
753-0211

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

Free Estimates

759-1983
AIL type masonry
Aluminum
work, block, brick.
WET BASEMENT? We
concrete, driveways,
Service Co.
make wet basements
sidewalks, patios, house
Aluminum and vinyl
dry. Work completely
foundations. 25 years
siding. Custom trim
guaranteed. Call or
experience. Free esIndustrial Drive
work. References.
write Morgan Con
timates. Call Charles
Murray, Ky.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
struction Co. Pt 2, Box
Barnett 753-5476.
Phone 759-1099
409A, Paducah, Ky
753-0689
APPLIANCE
42031 or call 1 442 7026
SERVICE. Kenmore,
WILL haul white rock,
Westinghouse, MOWING Also, hauling
STUMPS removed No sand, lime, rip rap and
Whirlpool. 22 years and yard work. Re
experience. Parts and asonable rates, good damage to surrounding masonary sand, coal,
service. Bobby Hopper, references. Call Jerry lawn. Lots cleared. Call dirt, gravel, fill sand
753-0211.
Call Roger Hudson,
Bob's Appliance Ser- 759-9661.
NEED work on your SUMMER is here
753-4545 or 753-6763
vice, 202 S. 5th St
trees?
Topping,
prun
Bring your mowers
Business 753-4872, 436ing, shaping, complete (riding & push), tillers,
5848 (home).
5 Speed, Low
PAINTING
removal
and more. Call chain saws, small en
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
33. Rooms for Rent
44. Lots for Sale
Mileage, Air ConInterior 8 exterior,
Factory authorized for B OVER'S TREE gines and welding to
quality work. ComTappan, Kelvinator and SERVICE for Pro- Moody's Repair for
ROOMS for girls or 160x178 LOT 7 miles
ditioning, Extheir tune up and over
Brown. Service on gas fessional tree care
petitive prices. Inboys near university. from Ky. Lake at
Condicellent
753-0338.
haul. Cherry Corner
and electric ranges
Call 753-8148 or 753-9894.
sured. Over 16 years
Murray. All utilities,
microwaves, dis- ODD job specialist, Road, 753 5668 Free
tion.'3,000. Call
great for RV. Must sell.
experience. Call Ralph
hwashers, re- ceiling fans, electrical, pickup & delivery. Work
$9500. 502-753-9605 after
Worley 759-1050.
34. Houses for Rent
753-6098 After
frigerators, etc. Earl plumbing, fencing. You Guaranteed.
5p.m. leave message.
LARGE 4 BR, 3 bath,
name
Lovett,
it,
354-6956
I
do
it.
p.m.
or
5
You
753WATERFRONT Lot on
newer house, $450 a
5341.
buy, I install. You
Blood river. $18,500. Call
month. Call 753-6035.
Brothers & break, I fix. Call 436438-2342
LARGE- extra nice, 2
1980 Z 2 plus 2, loaded, Sons. Siding, gutters, 2868.
BR furnished apt. Also, 45. Farms for Sale
50,000 miles. Asking roofs, replacement
1 BR apt. near Univers$8,500. Call 901-232-8221.
windows. 30 yrs. exCOS
N CABINETS
Aluminum and Vinyl
ity. Call 753-9468 or 3 BR house, 2 bath, 1982 OLDSMOBILE
perience. Free esmobile
filVI VVOODWORKING
home,
siding and trim. Also
out753-2967.
timates.
(502)362-48
96.
on 18 acres, Toronado, ps, pb, air.
aluminum patio awnTWO bedroom brick, buildings,
black top road. at cruise, tilt steering
ings and carports.
shady lot, stove, reS
wheel, power windows,
Coldwater. Phone 2224
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
frigerator, 8 miles SE,
power reclining seats,
Jack Glover
•
Customized
RAISED PANEL DOORS
married couples only, 46. Homes for Sale
am-fm stereo cassette &
Birch • OM • Walnut • Cherry S
753-1873
references, deposit.
Tobacco
more. Sharp. 759-4476
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
PRICK ranch home, 1 after 5p.m.
Call 492-8594.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Irrigation
bedroom, 11/2 bath,
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING a
1981 GMC Sierra
PA1NTING=Paper •
11/2 acres, shade
DOMPITTNVI PRICAS Drop Ity & Soo
Our Dloptoy
Ky. 436-2356 hanging, commerical or
Classic, fully equipped,
37. Livestock-Supplies
trees, city water, gas,
extra sharp, $6,500. Call
residential, Free es •
Tn. 247-5597 timates,
1212
Main
BEAUTIFUL re- barn, outbuildings. $39, 753-4333.
Murray,
Ky.
753-594
0•
References. 25 •
gistered quarter horse 000. 753-6911.
•••••••••••••••••••••
1984 MONTE Carlo,
years
experie
nce,
DENNIS McClure conmare, 4 years old. CANTERBURY- by T-tops, excellent
condi- struction, roofing, Tremon Farris 759-1917
professionally trained, owner: 2 Story, 4 tion.
Call 753-4647
painting, plumbing, in- P YRAMID. Pesf
English or Western bdrms., 21/2 baths,
'71 CHEVELLE, 1 ow- terior
or exterior. Control- -special for
pleasure. No bad habits. heat pump/AC,
ner,low miles, clean, Phone 502-382-268
Gentle, smart & willing. fireplce insert, fenced
9, Rt. June: Clean out,roaches
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
good running. Call 753- 1, Sedalia.
& water bugs- $39.95
Call evenings 753-9994.
yard, $85,900. 759-4060.
5641 after 4p.rn.
guaranteed
1
year.
527OFFERING:
FENCE sales at Sears
COUNTRY living, with
9916.
72 FORD Galaxy, good
38. Pets-Supplies
Automobile
now. Call Sears 753-2310
a modern Tr -level on
tires, good mechanical for
free estimate for ROOFING, Plumbing,
Homeowners
AKC registered female 9.5 acres and a year condition
, $250. Call
Siding,
Addition
s,
your needs
Collie, has papers, 5 around pond. Lots of
Fire
435-4578 after 5p.m.
Painting, General Carmonth old. Beautiful trees and pasture land,
GENERAL HOME
Life
FOUR American racing
pentry.
P.A.
Molony
Co
dog. Call 753-7615.
priced in the 570's. Bob
REPAIR. 15 years ex•Term
chrome hurricane
753 - 8 628
Free
perience. Carpentry,
your dogs and 753-3509 or Amos 753- wheels,
•Universal Life
four low profile
Estimates.
concrete, plumbing,
cats with Hidden Valley 2249. Century-21 Loretta G.T.
•Guaranted Issue
tires. All in mint
GENERAL mainten
Kennels the one to beat. Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
For Free Analysis 8. Quotes •Senior Citizens
condition, for sale at roofing, siding. NO JOB ance, roofing, painting
Cats and small dogs FOR sale by owner, I
TO
SMALL.
Free
eshalf price. Call 753-8809.
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
$2.50, large dogs $4.00 a BR house with large
timates. Days 753-6973, etc 20 yrs. experience.
MAZDA RX-7 GS, 1
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Free estimates. Call
IRA s
day. Also AKC Toy upstairs storage,
nights 474-2276.
owner, silver, sunroof,
4742330.
Pomeranian stud ser- $16,000. Call 753-5477.
5-speed, excellent con- GUTTERING by Sears.
vice. 489-2377 Kirksey. LARGE 4 BR, 3 bath
dition. Call 753-7401 or Sears continuous gutFor grooming call Sue home/many extra
ters installed for your
753-5485 after 5p.m.
J&L
ATKINS & ASS9S;\
438-5835.
specifications. Call
features, including 3
SIAMESE kittens, / fireplaces, 2 kitchens,
L=ma-ERRY
Golf Cart Repair
Sears 753-2310 for free
1982 Chevy El
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
Seal & 1 Blue Point, 9 built in vacuum, interestimate
Located behind
weeks old. Call 753-8723.
& Circle A Fencing)
com, stereo,
Camino, V-6, all
extra
Southern
States.
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
insulation, large deck
Free Blacktop
power & air, priced
41. Public Sales
Store on Industrial
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
oiverlooking swimming
Estimates
at $4,500. 1981
pool. Located on 10 acres
Soffit & Trim Work,
Road.
Golf
carts,
4 Way Excavating
of prime farm land.
Buick
Century
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
CARPORT
small
engine
and Paving
Southwest of Murray.
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Limited, 4 dr.
repair, used golf
Hardin. Ky
SALE
Acreage includes large
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
sedan.
V-6,
power
437-4505
stocked
ond
p
or
and horse
carts Carts taken
June 12 & 13
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
barn. Call 753-6855 after 6
437-4893
brakes, steering &
on consignment.
Wed, 8-?
FENCING
Pm.
air, 51,000 mi.,
Chainlink•Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
Thurs. 8-12
502-759-9869
NEAT duplex, handy to
INSULATION blown in
Financing Available Phone' 753 8407
priced at $4,500.
MSU, 2 BDRM plus on
2103 Coldwater
by Sears. TVA apboth sides. Priced under
Call
753-275
proved.
3
or
Save
on
those
Road
$40,000. Bob 753-3509
high heating and cool
753-2922.
2nd house on left past
Century-21 Lorett3 Jobs
ing bills. Call Sears
ESTATE AUCTION
Shady Oaks
et
Realtors 753-1492.
753 2 3 1 0 for free
$9't.148.•
Typewriter, adding
Pirates Cove
NICE 2 BR house on large 50 Used Trucks
estimate.
machine, clock, desk,
shaded lot within walking 1971 VOLKSWAGEN 4 mi. East Hardin on Hiway 80
JIM'S Repair Service.
radio, clothes, storm
distance of MSU. Has Van, newly painted. Washers & dryers, re
3 lit mi. West of Aurora & follow signs
doors.
utility room with washer Best offer. Call 759-1571
frigerators, freezers
Mr John Kelly had long been employed by Fairbank Morse Co.
dryer hookup. Stove and 1974 JEEP Cherokee S. and air conditioners,
as
a scales fester & maintenance engineer -his electronic equipt.
refrigerator furnished. ps. pb,ac, 360 auto., any brand. Phone 436Is a result of that experience -apparently, all of this equipt. is in $200 per month plus de- am-fm radio. Call 7532247. Also, buy & sell
working condition- A complete set of carpenter tools-Work
posit. Call 753-6855 after 6 1578 after 6p.m.
appliances.
shop-Camping & home furnishings.
1978 FORD Custom
JOINER'S Tree Ser ,
grn
IJ.A LITY construction, Van, 351 engine, ps, pb, vice. 30 years ex
Electronic Equipt. & Tools Wallensak Tape recorders. Audio Voltmeter.
affordable price. New 3 ac, very good condition. perience. A1so bucket
Multi Meters, C.B. radio tester, Simpson Voltohmeter, Regency Multi-hand
BR, 2 bath house on Call after 5p.m. truck for hire. Call
radio. Limit switches. Amprobe. Bell & Howell Oscilloscope. Range Multi
Brookhaven Extended. 753-4123.
753-0366.
tester, Hundreds of Transistors. R.C.A Voltohmeter, Pace 123A CB Radio,
Call 753-3903 after
Warehouse ring Dynamometer. B.K. Precision Transistor Testor 520B. AC
4:30p.m.
graph recorder. Simpson bridge tester. AC dimmer switches. Logie
Quiet elegance... Two
monitor, Tube testers, AM & FM car radio, Beckman high voltage prostory solid brick has
be,GE Max 50 shunt, Constant Voltage transformer. Lafayette 164 Field
dignity of yesteryear
strength tester. Heathkit signal tracer. Heathkit Oscilloscope, 8 track tape
with convenience of
players. Realistic ear phones. PowerConvector A.C.-D.C., Various size
today. Three spacious
speakers, P.A. System, Triplett. Voltohmeter, Misc tubes and case. Tranbedrooms, plus study
Spacious landscaped lot
sistor radio tester 158. New cordless phones. Transistor radios, Micro wave
With towering trees
leakage detector. CRT tube tester 83. Many electronic manuals, Standing
You have found your
wave meter. Work table:Federal signal generator. File cabinets. Phastron
home located near
Voltohmeter. Magnifier light, Linear amplifier, Cordless intercom. Olympic
library and hospital.
8 track stereo. Various electronic repair parts & tools Household Items
Dial 753 1492 CENB & W TVs, Sofa. Hida-bed. Various chairs. Amana Micro-Wave oven. CookTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Air Conditioned Room
ing utensils, Hi-ti console. Office desk & chair, 8 track stereo & tapes, Card
Realtors.
2 Miles North of Coldwater
table & chairs. Toastmaster rotisserie, Elect. knife, Milk cans. Copy
47
Motorcycles
machine, Cameras. Toys Toys Toys,Lots of small items Recreation eciLdpt.
489-2826
Elect. Petters wheel. llicu Elect. Kiln Amoco, R & L sets of golf clubs.
1976 SLZI, KI 183
Trolling motor-Minn-Kota, Flashlites, 25 HP Evinrude Outboard motor,
motorcycle, on or off
20" Lawnboy self-propelled mower. Car head lites-new. Battery charger,
road bike Sharp Good
condition Call 753-5950
10' Utility trailer, 19' Kayot Pontoon-25 H.Pi. Evinrude, 1972-22' Bonanza
or 753-9758
self-contained camper. Harley-Davidson 125 CC Cycle. Garden & lawn tools,
1982 YAMAIIA Virago
Porsche engine. 3 tents. Carpenter 8 Shop Tools Sears 44 " drill, B & D
Paint
920. 3,000 actual miles,
new sander,Wagner H.D. airless spray gun. Wen 2 speed polisher saner
back rest, luggage rack,
new, Jig saw. Craftsman planer, Steel miter box & saw. 18" electric chain
highway bars, garage
saw, 1,4 H P, new Westinghouse electric motor. Air compressor, Precision
kept. Excellent condidrill presses. B & D cordless drill. 44"Craftsman Drill. Dramel Moto-Tool.
tion. Call 753-4898 after
Soldering guns, New pop-rivet gun. Table saw, Lathe, Surveyor's Transit,
4p m.
All carpenter tools.
1483 500 SHADOW. ex.4. Ate
Be There
cellent condition. 2
helmets. Call 782-4475.
1983 YAMAHA YZ8O•
good condition Call
'59.4476 after 5p m

1980
Mazda GLC

igYARS

Ourunrs

a
•

IDHopkins Insurance Agency
Call
r. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

rioARD

DOWNTOWN
WAREHOUSE
SPACE
AVAILABLE
Murray, Ky.

Approximately 5000 sq.
ft. with drive-in entranceo
Wired for security.
Call 502-442-6532 or
502-753-7102. Or write
P.O. Box 2534, Paducah,
Ky.
ear
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41. Public Sales
B' CAB over camper.
good shape, $450 with
accessories. 16' John
boat, 35 hp EVD., not
elt. start with trolling
motor, $1,400. '67 Chevy
pickup truck, good
shape, $500 489-2616
43
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jEl

"
F.

Judith Darnell
Beauty Salon

Silver Solarium
Suntan Bed
June Special
12 Sessions $3000

*************************b.
Eleiroe I HEPWORTH
DOING RIGIM

JOE SMITH
CARPET CENTER

esa.

A0(111111Ni

753-6660
iwk***********************,,Jerry Stewart

502-345-8457

•
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New superintendent picked for Clinton County schools
ALBANY, Ky. (AP)
— James Earl Carver,
the nephew of Clinton
County's controversial
school superintendent
Robert Polston, has
been selected to succeed
Polston by the school
board
Carver, 37, was approved by a 4-1 vote
Monday. Polston will
retire June 30
Polston and the
system have been under

scrutiny by state and
Carver is a former blems are in Clinton said
he believed so- she said the group will
federal officials for high school English
County."
meone from outside support Carver.
several problems, in- teacher who has been
But some were disap- could "pull our school
Another member of
cluding questionable the system's instrucpointed the board did system back together." the citizens' group,
Marhiring practices, failure tional supervisor for
not hire someone from But he said he had tha Marcum, said
to use proper bidding eight years. He has a
outside the system.
nothing against Carver Carver is capable.
procedures and failing master's degree from
"I'm disappointed," and would help him.
Whether he succeeds
to obtain and maintain Western Kentucky
said Ann Bardwell, vice
Some members of "Just depends on
contracts for teachers.
University and a doc- chairman of the state
Citizens for Better whether he has the guts
Polston, superinten- torate from Indiana
Board of Education. "I Education in Clinton to stand up to
the
dent for more than 30 University.
guess I had hoped that County also said they patronage employe
es,"
years, decided to retire
"I view him as a com- they would look to sowere unhappy with the she said, referring to
after a group of local petent educator," said
meone from outside
decision
charges that school jobs
.
citizens began question- Robert Spillman, state
to bring a fresh, new
One member, Sandy have been exchanged
ing his practices.
associate superinten- look to the situation."
Harris, said people are for political support.
dent for local services.
The only board worried that "Bob
About 20 members of
4 "He has an understan- member opposing Polston's still going to Polston'
s family are on
ding of what the pro- Carver, Donnie Cross,
run everything." But the district's payroll.

Customized Suburban
Demo

"I know that I've got
big job ahead of me," he
said. "I'm going to
devote whatever it takes
to be successful at the
job."
He said his goals now
are to add more courses
for gifted and collegebound students, involve
more students in
athletics and improve
buildings and grounds.

He said his uncle will
not be running the
system.
"I don't think people
should have any fear in
that regard," Carver
said. "I intend to do the
job I was hired to do."
Carver was one of two
candidates interviewed
for the job. There were
26 applicants.
He received a threeyear contract and will
be paid $45,000 a year,
plus $1,000 for serving
as the board's
secretary.

Two killed at site of broken traffic signal light
HENDERSON, Ky.
(AP) — Highway officials said repairs
would be made today on
a traffic light that

malfunctioned for a think this had to happen
month before two people to bring it to people's atwere killed in a traffic tention," said Mary Jo
accident beneath it.
Williams, who owns a
"I'm ashamed to service station on a cor-

Going Camping?

4xxx Miles
Was 22,800"
Now

Carver promised to
make sure all
employees did the job —
"relative or not."

Come by Murray
Rental First!
We Have:
•Tents
•Sleeping Bags
•Lanterns
•And Much More

16,900°°

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.
S. 12th St.
Murray, KY.
502-753-2617

ner of the U.S. 41
intersection.
Dewey E. Gentry, 72,
and his sister-in-law,
Ida New, 77, were killed
Sunday when his car
was struck by a tractor
trailer as he entered the
busy crossing. Gentry's
wife, Mary, was
hospitalized in satisfactory condition.
The signal has been
out of order frequently
over the past month,
Mrs. Williams said.
When the light is
malfunctioning, it
flashes yellow on U.S. 41
continuously instead of
stopping traffic
periodically to allow
motorists on Watson

Lane to cross safely.
Repairs had been
delayed to await shipment of parts from
Frankfort, said A.W.
Clements, a highway
department district
engineer.
Rather than wait any
longer, workers would
install a complete new
switching mechanism
today, Clements said.
Police Sgt. Kenneth
Wallace said the light
has been a problem for
about a year.
"It's a very
dangerous intersection
at its very best," he
said.
"I've seen five people
killed there and I know

of 13 killed there," Mrs.
Williams said.
She organized a petition drive calling on
state highway officials
to fix it after witneseing
a six-car pileup there a
week ago.
More than 500 people
signed the petition, she
said.
City workers had just
arrived to work on the
light when the accident
occurred Sunday, she
said.
The light could not be
repaired immediately,
but officials put up signs
forbidding Watson Lane
motorists from crossing
the highway or making
left turns.

Man charged in bus accident
VERSAILLES, Ky.
(AP) — A Versailles
man police say caused
three tour buses to collide, leaving 36 people

Injured, was arrested
Ralph McCormick, 20,
was charged Monday
with wanton endangerment and reckless driv-

302 N. 12th
753-5842

Tony Boyd

Tobacco Farmers
We want your crop insurance
We can cover you in the field
or all the way to the floor
It costs no more to insure now

Call us today!

ing in connection with
the accident Saturday
afternoon about 7 miles
northeast of Versailles.
The accident occurred
when McCormick
rounded a curve on Kentucky 1967, lost control,
and skidded in front of
the oncoming buses,
police said. That caused
the first two buses to
stop, but the third one
could not and caused a
chain reaction.
Woodford County
Police Chief Randy Redmon said McCormick
was driving too fast.
McCormick was lodged in the Woodford
County jail. No bond
was set.
Most of those injured
received minor injuries
and three people were
admitted. Two were still
hospitalized on Monday.
The buses were part
of a group touring Kentucky horse farms. The
passengers were from
all over the United
States.

MICHELIN 1CII4
ALL-SEASON RADIAL

Bel Air Decor
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-3642

P185-80-13
White Wall

Similar Savings In All Sizes

Carpet Sale-Month of
June
FOR IMPORTS&
SMALL AMERICAN CARS
155-13
Black

Your Choice of Carpet
Over 20 Yds.
Free Installation Free Estimate

I

Similar Savings In All Sizes

MICHELIN

Come in and check our prices
Plush-Twist-Commercial-Sculptured

BECAUSE-SO MUCH IS RIDING ON YOUR TIRES.

I Celebrating 10 Years With Michelin

New Shipment Wallpaper
Rolls & Rolls of New Patterns
5600.s 000.$ 1 noo
A. A Double Roll

Free Michelin
Hat With
Any Michelin
Purchase

Prepasted-Strippable-Scrubbable

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
Murray

4

2

Gallon 1268

Latex Exterior White
Self Priming
Only $2395 2 Gal.

